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Jones can pursue Clinton suit
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•Supreme Court
opinion clears
way for suit
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By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer

Heat triumphs
over Chicago
to remain alive
Page 6
LOCAL

C.U.B.S. to
hold meeting
Wednesday
The Calloway United Benevolent Services will meet Wednesday, May 28 at noon at the Glendale Church of Christ.
Agenda items include the
Community Plan to address Welfare Reform, an update on the
Big Brother/Big Sister wogram
and a report on new directions
for C.U.B.S., including national
intiatives.
Anyone involved with an
agency, organization, church, institution or other entity with a
service mission is invited to participate in C.U.B.S. The Ledger
8 Times will furnish soft drinks.
Participants should bring their
own lunches.

STATE

Oldham rates
highest in low
unemployment
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The lowest unemployment rate
in Kentucky last month was 1.9
percent in Oldham County. It
was less than half the statewide rate, the Department for
Employment Services reported
today.
The highest rate was 18.6
percent in Adair County. More
than hall the claimants for unemployment insurance in Adair
County's region had worked in
manufacturing, the report said.
Rates from March to April
declined in 94 counties, went
up in 18 counties and were unchanged in eight. The agency
previously reported that Kentucky's overall jobless rate was
5 percent in April.

WEATHER

• ••

Tonight...Showers and thunderstorms likely. Low in the
middle 60s. Northeast wind around 10 mph. Rain chance 70
percent.
Wednesday...Showers and
thunderstorms likely again.
High in the mid 70s. Rain
chance 70 percent.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Paula
Jones can pursue her sex harassment lawsuit against President Clinton while he is in office,
the Supreme Court ruled today.
But the justices left room for a
trial judge to delay the case to accommodate "the high respect"
owed the president's office.
The Constitution does not
shield the president from having
to face lawsuits over acts unrelated to his official duties, the
justices ruled unanimously in a
case that already has been a major embarrassment to the
president.

However, Justice John Paul
Stevens wrote for the court, "A
stay of either the trial or (pre-trial
fact-finding) might be justified
by considerations that do not require the recognition of any constitutional immunity."
"The high respect that is owed
to the office of the chief executive, though not justifying a rule
of categorical immunity, is a matter that should inform the conduct
of the entire proceeding," Stevens said.
Stevens said the court did not
decide whether a judge could
compel the president to appear in
court at any specific time or
place.
"We assume that the testimony
of the president ... may be taken
at the White House at a time that
will accommodate his busy schedule, and that, if a trial is held,
there would be no necessity for
the president to attend in person,

1'

though he could elect to do so,"
Stevens wrote.
The president has denied
Jones' allegation that he propositioned her in an Arkansas hotel
room in 1991, the court said.
Today's ruling means Clinton

mories could fade or evidence
could be lost by the time Clinton
leaves office.
Jones says Clinton summoned
her to a Little Rock hotel room in
1991, exposed himself to her and
asked her to perform a sex act.
He was governor of Arkansas at
the time and she was a state
worker.
Jones' lawsuit says she can
identify "distinguishing characteristics" of Clinton's private
parts. She sued in 1994 and is
seeking $700,000 in damages.
Clinton has denied ever having
an encounter with Jones and has
said he cannot recall whether he
ever met her.
The president's lawyer tried
unsuccessfully to negotiate a settlement before Jones sued.

• See Page 2

LEARNING 'ME ROPES

After a brief foot chase, the
juvenile was apprehended by Patrolman Justin Jones, who suffered
a sprained ankle in the pursuit.
Holmes said a check of the registration showed the vehicle was
stolen from Lexington, where the
juvenile had escaped from a detention facility earlier that day.
"We believe he had an acquaintance here," Holmes told the
Ledger.
Along with escape, the juvenile
was charged with receiving stolen
property over S300 for the theft
of the vehicle. Holmes said other
charges may be filed.
As police were wrapping up
that case, the grandfather of
another juvenile offender reported his grandson and two
other escapees from a facility in
Louisville had just left his residence in Murray.
Police were notified of the second incident at 3:45 p.m. and

Four juveniles that walked
away from detention facilities in
Louisville and Lexington are in
custody after being captured by
Murray police Monday.
According to MPD Capt.
Bobby Holmes, officers were notified at 1:48 p.m. that a juvenile
was panhandling in the parking
lot of Republic Savings Bank, at
the corner of Main and 12th
streets.
"(The juvenile) told people he
was trying to borrow money to
get gas for his car," Holmes said.
According to a MPD press release, the citizen who reported
the incident said he became suspicious when he saw the vehicle's ignition switch damaged
and a screwdriver being used as a
key.
"The two officers that responded to the scene saw this
juvenile walking down the street
and when they approached him, •
See Page 2
he fled," Holmes said.

Services, silent
moments honor
nation's heroes
By CHELSEA J. CARTER
Associated Press Writer

liance, and the Russian
Federation.
As a band began playing for a
service in Plano, Texas, Navy
veteran J.W. "Jim" Harper was
overwhelmed: "It's pretty hard to
express. You just feel goosebumpy all over."
In San Francisco, about 300
World War II submarine veterans, widows and onlookers
dropped 52 carnations into the
bay — one for each of the subs
sunk during the war.
There was no memorial at Calvary Cemetery in Grand Forks,
N.D. Visitors were not allowed
because of collapsed graves and
other damage from last month's
devastating floods.

MARIETTA, Ga.(AP) — Merrie Williams sat silently next to
her uncle's grave as her two
children played in the garden of
stone. A tear rolled down her
check as taps played.
She couldn't be with her
father, a World War 11 combat
veteran buried somewhere else,
so she came here to pay respect
to her uncle, who was wounded
in the Korean War and died several years later.
"It's harder really today than
on the day he died," Mrs. Williams said. ''Maybe because Memorial Day really meant a lot to
him."
She was among some 600 peoSome veterans were disapple who came to services at Marietta National Cemetery, one of pointed with the turnout for paramany tributes to the fallen des and memorials.
"Go to the lake and see how
throughout the nation on
many people are there right
Monday.
There were 3,000 at Arlington now," said Robin Ray, a
National Cemetery in Virginia to Vietnam War veteran in Wichita,
watch President Clinton place a Kan. "They've lost touch with
wreath at the Tomb of the Un- what this holiday is about. It's a
knowns, before he left for Paris three-day opportunity to party
to sign an accord between
NATO, the Western military al- • See Page 2
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BILL CLINTON

Police round up
juvenile escapees
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

could become the first president
to go to trial while in office to
defend against a private lawsuit.
However, his lawyers still can
seek dismissal of Jones' claim on
other grounds, or they could renew their previous effort to reach
a settlement with her lawyers.
Clinton — already enmeshed
in Whitewater and fund-raising
investigations — argued that dealing with Jones' lawsuit would
take time away from his presidential duties. His lawyers also
said that giving a trial judge control over when Clinton must be in
court would violate the constitutional separation of powers between the executive and the
judiciary.
Jones' lawyers argued the case
is an uncomplicated one and that
a judge could schedule a trial around Clinton's presidential duties. They said the trial should be
held now because witnesses' me-
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Bernard Kane /Ledger & Times photos

Although school has ended, many students
continue their education through mentoring
programs. Through their jobs. graduates learn
the skills and nuances of a successful career.
Clockwise from top: Calloway County High
School graduate Elizabeth Blackford learns
about store presentation and merchandising as
she arranges clothing; Buzz Paul. also of
CCHS,gathers stock under the watchful eye of
assistant store manager Mike Welker; Lyn
Fletcher arranges artwork for a Murray High
School art show at Murray Suitt University's
Clara Eagle Gallery and Jason Lovett learns
the value of customer service at his parents'
service station in Murray.

Reform upsets tech officials
try, masonry, cosmetology and
welding and mostly serve high
school students bused in for half
a day.
Uncertainty over the long-term
management of the schools and
the prospect of their being separated from the post-secondary
schools has some in the secondary tech schools upset.
"I feel like we've been forgotten or neglected or left out," said
Anita Hopper, principal of Ken-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Far from the debate about control
of Kentucky's community colleges and post-secondary technical schools, officials at state-run
technical high schools are worrying about their schools' future.
The 54 secondary schools
would still be run by the state
Workforce Development Cabinet
under Gov. Paul Patton's highereducation bill. The schools offer
classes in skills such as carpen-

.$1
.
..."1-'1. f:

tucky Tech's Wayne County Area
Technology Center in Monticello.
Mary Stratton, principal of the
Shelby County Area Technology
Center in Shelbyville, said she is
"very confident" Patton won't
ignore the area centers' vitality
and concerns.
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Patton's administration insists
it won't hurt the 54 secondary
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FROM PAGE 1
A federal judge in Arkansas
ruled that Jones' lawsuit should
he delayed until Clinton left office but that pre-trial fact-finding
could begin while he remained
president.
The 8th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled in January 1996,
however. that the case could go
to trial during Clinton's presidency. It said the trial judge
should manage the case to avoid
interfering with the president's
official duties.
Today, the Supreme Court said
the district judge's decision to
delay the trial until after Clinton
leaves office was an abuse of
discretion.
Such a lengthy and categorical sL1 takes no account whateer ot (Jones') interest in bringing the case to trial," Stevens
wrote.
Tb"iudge also gave undue
v.eight to concerns that a trial
might lead to other unrelated lawsuits that might hamper Clinton's
conduct of his office, the justice
saki.
"If and who) that should occur, the court's discretion would
permit it to manage those actions
in such fashion (including deferral of trial) that interference with
the president's duties would not

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

Consumer confidence hits 28-year high

occur," Stevens said. "But no
such impingement upon the presiNEW YORK (AP) — Condent's conduct of his office was
shown here."
sumer confidence skyrocketed to
Stevens wrote that Congress a 28-year high in May, signaling
could give sitting presidents pro- Americans satisfaction with a
tection against private lawsuits if robust, low-inflation economy, a
it desired, but that the Constitu- private research group said today.
The Conference Board reported
tion does not.
"Like every other citizen who its consumer confidence index
properly invokes (federal court) rose from a revised 118,5 in
jurisdiction, (Jones) has a right to April to 127.1 in May. Wall
an orderly disposition of her Street economists had expected a
slight increase but not the
claims," Stevens said.
In 1982, the high court ruled 8.6-point jump registered in the
that presidents cannot be sued for last month.
The overall index hit a 28-year
damages involving their official
duties, even after they leave of- high, as did the component meafice. The prospect of such law- suring consumers' estimation of
suits could harm a president's
decision-making, the court said in
refusing to allow a government
employee who lost his job to sue
President Nixon.
But until today, the justices
had never said whether a sitting FROM
PAGE 1
president could be forced to anschools.
swer a lawsuit over acts unrelated
Ed Ford, deputy secretary of
to his official duties.
There are only three other the Workforce Cabinet and Patknown cases in which a sitting ton's senior adviser on higher
president was involved in a law- education, told a group of worksuit over acts outside his pres- force-training boosters last week
idential duties. Lawsuits against that the administration would, at
President Theodore Roosevelt some point, take another look at
and President Truman were dis- who runs the secondary schools.
Some who work at or support
missed before they became president, and appeals courts upheld the schools worry they will be
the dismissals while they were in turned over to local school districts and will suffer as a result.
office.
And that could hamper Patton's
President Kennedy was sued
before he became president over efforts to upgrade the technical
an auto accident during his 1960 skills of the work force, they say.
"I don't feel like it will be
campaign, and the lawsuit was
settled while he was in office. good for us," said Hopper, who
The case is Clinton vs. Jones, said she fears local or state education bureaucrats will push
95-1853.
academics over hands-on
training.
Others say local school sysAmerican Heart arnaifilg
tems put a low priority on techniAssociation.r
cal 'education.
Only 13 of the state's 175
school districts have always controlled the secordary tech schools
within their borders; 10 other districts took over previously state1

polls consumers on matters ranging from job availability to homebuying plans.
The report comes at a time of
uncertainty in the marketplace as
economists scour new data for
any signs pointing to the direction of the economy. In March,
the Federal Reserve raised interest rates to slow the economy and
forestall inflation, and investors
fear another rate hike this year.
"Consumers are not only upbeat about the current state of
business activity but believe the
economy will continue to expand
over the next six months," said

Lynn Franco, associate director
of The Conference Board's Consumer Research Center.
Consumers in May were more
confident about current business
conditions than they were in
April and also said jobs were
more plentiful in May, the report
said. Seventeen percent said jobs
were hard to find.
This is the highest the Consumer Confidence Index has been
since August 1969, when it hit
131.7. The Present Situation Index was 152.2 in May, its highest
level since hitting 160.8 in December 1969.

run secondary technical schools
in 1979-82.
Veterans of the state's
vocational-education movement
cite several possible ways that
the schools could be governed.
Among them: The schools would
be kept at Workforce Development, turned over to local school
districts, or returned to the state
Department of Education, which
controlled them until 1990.

"It just isn't a good fit" to
keep the area centers linked to
post-secondary education, Cain
said.
The Kentucky Tech system had
19,272 secondary students, 62
percent of them male, in 1995-96.
He said the schools teaching
those students need to collaborate
more closely with local school
districts.
However, Gerald Sloan, executive director of the Kentucky
Vocational Association, which
represents about 1,150 techschool educators, said the tech
schools' divorce is "totally involuntary" and could have disastrous consequences in some rural
areas.

Technology Center, a postsecondary school, said that reverting to local control would be
risky in poor rural areas.
When a school district has a
budget crunch, "the first ones
that are picked on are the vocational schools, because that's
where the money is," Coleman
said. A well-equipped lab or
group of work stations at a tech
school costs 10 times as much as
a typical high school classroom,
he said. To make "sure each
county has a good (tech) school, I
think it needs to be under state
control," he said.
But George R. Siemens Jr. of
Louisville, a utility executive
who is on the state Board for
Adult and Technical Education,
which oversees Kentucky Tech,
said that "where possible, the
local school districts ought to run
the area vocational centers."

•Reform...
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their current situation. The second component, which measures
consumers' estimation of how
things will be in the coming six
months, was at a nine-year high.
"The basis of this big leap is
the very strong employment conditions," said Dan Seto, an economist at Nikko Securities International Co. "When people have
reasons to get up and go to work,
that builds confidence."
The consumer confidence index, calculated from a 1985 base
of 100, is derived from responses
to questions sent to 5,000 households nationwide. The survey

CPR
can keep our lo\ c alive

Despite pleas by several legislators last week that he do so,
Patton appears to have ruled out
giving the schools to his proposed Community and Technical
College System. "That would almost be like putting elementary
and secondary students under the
Council on Higher Education,"
Ford said.
Workforce Development Secretary Rodney "Biz" Cain said
only a small minority of the 900
teachers and administrators at the
area centers are unhappy they
wouldn't move with the postsecondary schools to the new system Patton has proposed.

"You weaken the system when
you divide it," Sloan said. He
said the schools are "interwoven
with each other" because the
area centers' teachers often take
cues from tech schools' teachers
and because high school programs feed students to the postsecondary schools.
Gary Coleman, director of
Paintsville's Mayo Regional

a
a

"If I can't convince the local
people of the value of what I'm
doing, maybe what I'm doing
doesn't have any value, or maybe
I'm not doing it right," Siemens
said.
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Hubbard loses appeal to regain teacher's license
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A
former Kentucky congressman's
wife today lost a Supreme Court
appeal aimed at restoring her
teaching certificate, lifted after
she admitted helping misuse his
congressional staff.
The court, without comment,
refused to hear Carol Brown
Hubbard's argument that her
guilty plea to a misdemeanor
charge did not make her unfit to
be a teacher.
Mrs. Hubbard, the wife of former Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
pleaded guilty in April 1994 to
one count of aiding and abetting
theft of government property.
Prosecutors said her husband's
government-paid employees
stuffed envelopes at her home for
her failed 1992 congressional
campaign and accompanied her
on campaign trips, using assumed
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By JIM MAHANES
Writer
Volunteers with Calloway
County Fire-Rescue spent three
hours fighting a blaze in Almo
Monday that caused major damage to a residence.
According to CCFR Chief
Greg Cherry, an elderly couple,
their daughter and her husband
were forced to evacuate the home
after fire broke out about 7:30
p.m.
About 19 CCFR volunteers responded to the two-alarm blaze
located next to the Almo grocery
in Almo Heights.
Staff

Investment Rates
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24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
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500

CURRENT
INTEREST
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30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

COMMONWEALTH BANK

FROM PAGE 1

Green.
All three were charged with escape and receiving stolen property over $300.
Holmes said one of the juveniles has an extensive criminal
record.
"Our juvenile system is just
not working and the legislature
has got to do something about
this.
7'
"We have to get a judge to
charge them with anything and
when we do, they're just sent to a
home and nothing is really done
to them. They're not really punished at all," Holmes said. "It's
ridiculous."
All four escapees were in the
custody of juvenile officers
Tuesday.
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Tylor Fosse watched alongside
his mother, Beverly, as soldiers
carried wreaths and flags to
honor the dead.
"He asked me if we were going to have a picnic ... or go to
Water World. To him, it was just
a day off of school," Mrs. Fosse
said. "So we came today to show
him what today was all about."
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Thanks to MDA research the future looks brighter than ever
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her "conviction of theft in a
high-profile race for public office
undermined her effectiveness as a
moral example to her students."
Noting that Mrs. Hubbard got
court orders delaying enforcement of the suspension until February, the state board's lawyers
said the panel may decide to
modify the suspension.
The case is Hubbard vs. Kentucky Education Professional
Standards Board, 96-1504.

In the appeal acted on today,
Mrs. Hubbard's lawyer said the
license revocation violated her
constitutional right to due process
because there was no evidence
that her conduct affected her ability to teach. Off-duty immoral
conduct is not enough to justify
professional discipline, her appeal said.
The state board's lawyers said

were told the three were allegedly
traveling in a stolen 1996 Honda
Accord that was seen on Old
Murray-Paris Road.
Patrolmen Ryan Dawson, Rick
Bucy and Holmes began searching for the vehicle.
"We identified it on Old
Murray-Paris Road, but they fled
when they saw us. We split up
and I sent (Dawson) down ToCherry said the home sustained bacco Road.
"He blocked the roadway with
major damage to the south end.
The cause of the blaze is his patrol car and when they
unknown.
stopped, one of the juveniles
Ambulance crews were called ran," Holmes said.
After another brief foot chase,
to check one of the occupants but
no other injuries were reported. the fleeing juvenile was apCherry said after the blaze was prehended. Police found the vehiextinguished, crews went back to cle had been stolen from Bowling
the scene about 11 p.m. to check
for hotspots. None were found.
The names of the victims were
not available from CCFR as of
FROM PAGE 1
press time Tuesday.
The Calloway County Sheriff's and have fun."
Jack Skinner, 74, figured only
Department also responded to the
about 600 people showed up at a
scene.
parade in Concord, Mass.
"I'm appalled everyone
doesn't turn out just for one day
— one day a year for guys who
gave their lives," he said.
Back in Marietta, 9-year-old

•
MINIMUM

moral principles."

CCFR fights blaze in Almo

Limited

Call NOW - Toll Free

names.
Her husband, a Democrat, had
lost in his party's primary election that year after an 18-year career in Congress.
Mrs. Hubbard was placed on
five years' probation and ordered
to perform 100 hours of community service and pay S27,000 in restitution. Her husband pleaded
guilty to three felony counts.
The Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board voted
in March 1995 to suspend Mrs.
Hubbard's teaching license until
July 1, 1997, based on a finding
of immorality. A hearing officer
said her conduct served as a poor
example for her students.
Mrs. Hubbard sued the teachers' board, but state courts upheld
the action. A state appeals court
said, "Hubbard must have known
that theft is contrary to accepted
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FROM OUR READERS
Scouting course builds teamwork
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Dear Editor:
In today's increasingly competitive marketplace, teamwork is no
longer an option -- it's a necessity. Building a close knit, supportive,and
effective team is not easy.
The National Scouting Museum's Gateway Challenge Course on the
campus of Murray State University is prepared to help you build your
team.
Designed to expand awareness of personal strengths and limitations
through physical challenges, the Gateway Challenge Course develops
trust, confidence and a spirit of positive cooperation in a challening and
safe environment. At the end of the day, participants view themselves
and their team-mates with a newfound sense of pride and esteem.
Management teams, executive boards, community groups, fire
departments, law enforcement agencies, schools, and corporate executives benefit from the Gateway experience. The program can be
customized to fit your needs.
Gateway is FUN, too. People are often surprised at how much they
enjoy the experience. Practicing what we call "Challenge by Choice,"
our staff never pushes anyone to do something they'd rather not do, or
would cause them to feel awkward or uncomfortable. The complete
Gateway Challenge experience -- Low Course and High Course -- is a
daylong event.
The "low course" provides 4 to 5 hours of team-building, leadership,
problem-solving, trust, and fellowship exercises. Given specific shared
assignments with specified rules and regulation, the group is expected to
solve the problems with only limited intervention from staff, whose main
job is to ensure all participants are involved and receive equal benefit.
Asking participants to negotiate cables, ladders, and ropes on
structures 20 to 25 feet in the air, the "high course" stresses confronting
physical challenges, building self-esteem, overcoming personal limitations and strengthening alliances. A permanently installed safety system
ensures the participants' protection and peace of mind throughout the
experience. A staff member is stationed at each element to assure safety
and provide enthusiastic encouragement.(The high course requires an
additional two hours.)
Gateway Challenge Course instructors and staff are extensively
trained; all elements are inspected weekly by a Boy Scouts of America
certified instructor. For further information or to schedule your Gateway
Challenge Course Experience contact Susan Rogers or Daniel Smith
National Scouting Museum of the Boy Scouts of America, Inc., 16th and
Calloway Streets, P0 Box 9, Murray, KY 42071, 502-762-3188,800303-3047. The Gateway Challenge Course is extremely popular. Call
and schedule your teams experience today.
Susan Rogers
National Boy Scout Museum
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Even the opponents of Gov. Paul
Patton's approach to retooling
and remodeling higher education
have applauded him for bringing
attention to a system too long left
to mediocrity.
As the debate has progressed,
much has been said about training workers for better jobs, improving the teaching at regional
universities and making the University of Kentucky and University of Louisville leading research institutions able to bring
intellectual and economic capital
together.
And there have been frequent
references — positive and negative — about how Kentucky has
already done something about
elementary and secondary education with the Kentucky Education
Reform Act of 1990.
Yet there is another facet to
education in Kentucky. It is the
disturbing number of those Kentuckians who simply are not educated enough to function as a
contributing member of society.
Sen. David Williams, a Republican from Burkesville, said
those people have been largely
forgotten.
"Now, unfortunately, you

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
won't be getting any letters from
the alumni association of the illiterate," Williams told his Senate
colleagues in a speech recently.
"They did not have a team in last
year's NCAA. They don't have a
debate team and they don't have
cheerleaders that we'll bring in
front of this body and have pictures taken. But what they do
have is hope. They have hope
that we as a body of the General
Assembly will realize their plight
and understand that with welfare
reform coming and with a limitation on proceeds they will be able
to receive, that it will be immoral
for us not to have a portal made
so they can enter the technical
system, the trade system and the
education system."
Williams said there are estimates that as much as 44 percent
of Kentucky's adult population is

illiterate or not educated enough
to take advantage of some basic
educational opportunities that are
available beyond high school.
"And • yet not one dime is provided for in this piece of legislation to address those 44 percent,"
Williams complained.
He said Kentucky now spends
about SIC million for all adult
education programs in the state.
And even including prison inmates, only about 44,000 Kentuckians arc served in adult education classes, which is less than 5
percent of those who might be
eligible.
"And I believe it is a disgrace
that we address this problem
without giving those individuals
who we want, and we are going
to present to them they are going
to have an opportunity to join a
seamless education system, that
we are denying them a corridor

He managed to get a Senate
committee to earmark $2 million
for adult literacy programs in the
higher education legislation,
though it was unclear whether
that initial effort would make it
through to the end product in the
special legislative session.
Williams said there is a moral
obligation to serve those people.
"I want us to make a pledge
before we leave here ... that we'll
make sure that no Kentuckian is
ever left behind again," Williams
said. "And that each Kentuckian
has a right as a matter of citizenship of this state to access an
educational system that will allow them to improve their lives,
to improve the lives of their
children and their families and be
contributing. And until something
is done to improve that, I think
we oughtn't to pass one piece of
legislation that helps those who
are already on the upwardly mobile train and leaves the others
left behind at the station."
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

Project Graduation supported
Dear Editor:
Once again, the Calloway County High School graduation has
arrived. Our future leaders are moving on,and need our support for the
drug- and alcohol- free "Project Graduation." Having had two children
both graduate and attend the project graduation all night party, I freely
support the program,and urge the public to do the same for the safety of
the graduates. For those of you who wish to make a contribution, you
may do so by calling Karen Darnell at 753-7755.
Seniors,please make plans to attend project graduation, Which will be
held the night of May 27, 1997.Past graduates testify that you will have a
great time,as well as having the chance to win a car or other great prizes.
Best wishes to the graduating Class of '97!
Joyce K. Key
Supporter of "Project Graduation"
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
Twenty-five years after the departure of Adolph Rupp, the unthinkable has happened: The University of Kentucky has offered the position of head basketball coach to an African-American.
Tubby Smith is a great choice on his own merits. All the evidence
suggests that he has the background, winning record, temperament and
integrity to succeed. However, the historical context of this job offer
— so central to coming to terms with the wrongs that UK's basketball
program once embodied — does not allow race to be brushed aside.
Mr. Smith accepting UK's offer will not be universally acclaimed,
of course. A lunatic fringe of white folks will react predictably. Some
black Kentuckians harboring deep resentment of Coach Rupp's legacy
may fear Mr. Smith is being used to paper over sins of the past.
But we believe that most Kentuckians will welcome Mr. Smith. The
UK basketball program he has inherited is not the same one left by
Mr. Rupp. Black players, resisted by Mr. Rupp almost to the bitter
end, have become commonplace and have been key to Kentucky's resurgence to the top national ranks. Mr. Smith's teacher and predecessor, Rick Pitino, showed that a coach can break the mold and succeed
at Kentucky.
Tubby Smith, like any UK basketball coach, will have to win over
the long haul. And he will have to handle the pressure not only of
coaching UK but of following Mr. Pitino.
But it is worth remembering that racism is only one of twin demons
that bedeviled UK basketball. The other was a 40-year cycle of cheating. Mr. Pitino and C. M. Newton, the athletics director, replaced the
ethic of "win at any cost" with that of "win, but win honestly." Mr.
Smith now has the historic opportunity to finish sweeping the closet
clean.
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of entry into that system," Williams said.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on onr,"Fortun" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by die writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
we than SOO words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Dropping the bomb
As America writhes in vicarious
persecution over the adultery
charges against First Lt. Kelly
Flinn, our first female B-52 bomber
pilot and pretender to the martyr's
cross, we're — as usual — missing
the point.
Those orchestrating the national
uproar over Flinn's promised courtmartial, of course, point to sexism.
The Air Force is punishing Flinn —
not because she broke rules by
having an adulterous affair with a
married civilian, not because she
broke military rules by having
another affair during the same year
with an enlisted man, not because
she disobeyed orders to cease and
desist, not because she lied when
questioned — but because... she' a
woman.
That's right. The Pentagon has
been scheming for months how to
get rid of the most popular female
military icon since Joan of Arc. You
can imagine the old white guys
sitting around the proverbial pentagonal table looking for a loophole.
Tough cookie, this one.
She's and Ace pilot, a regular in
promotional films. She frequently
flies high-profile air shows,and was
selected to fly with Air Force Secretary Sheila Widnall. Grounding
Flinn would be difficult — sparks
would fly — but what else do highranking military white guys have to
do when Cold Wars give way to
baby-sitting missions. Fortunately
for the conspirators, Flinn, though
she could out-fly most men, had a

ANALYSIS

KATHLEEN PARKER
Guest Writer
singularly female weakness. She
believed the man she loved when he
told her he was separated and
getting a divorce.
Right. Show me the papers.
The fact is, Flinn's affairs were
common knowledge, such that her
superiors told her to stop. In other
words, she was warned. She declined. She broke the rules. Now
she's being punished. What's the big
deal?
I'm sure Flinn is a fine human
being. Hats off and all that. But
nobody made up new rules for
women. Last year, the same rules
resulted in 60 men being prosecuted
for adultery, compared to seven
women. In recent months, amid
daily sex scandals, the military has
come down hard on men and women alike.
The same rules were applied last
week to Air Force Col. David C.
Rauhecker, who was docked
$18,000 pay and sentenced to three
months in jail for twice dating an
enlisted woman and for kissing his
secretary.
Where's the moral outrage? The
national empathy? What did this
Rauhecker, a 26-year veteran, do

wrong? Had a couple of dates,
surrended to a passing passion.
Where are the eulogies? The cries of
sexism? Injustice?
Silence.
Instead we're force-fed Hallmark
schlock like this recent variation on
it-was-a-dark-and-stormy-night,
describing Flinn's self-inflicted
ordeal:
"From her cockpit, she has
watched the Northern Lights glowing in the winter sky, felt the
shudder of iron tumbling from the
bomb bay and waltzed in the dark
with tankers at 25,000 feet," wrote a
Knight-Ridder reporter. "But...all of
that appears to be coming to an end.
...In the end, Flinn was knocked off
her pedestal. It happened because
she fell in love."
Excuse me, but which way to the
balcony, please?
What's really bothering Americans is that most everyone's guilty
of adultery. They're wondering why
the Air Force is so upset about a
little fling. This is America! These
are the 90s! It happens.
The reason is military officers and presidents, by the way - aren't

supposed to be like the rest of us.
They have to rise above common
passions in order to perform the
dangerous and demanding jobs they
fill. Forget the issue of morality - no
problem,I realize - but illicit affairs
take time. They're distracting; they're messy; they're emotionally taxing and counterproductive to the
business at hand.
As for romancing subordinates,
no one protests louder than the same
women now leading the charge of
defend Flinn. Even in corporate
America, we don't do that anymore.
Want a date? Pick on someone your
own rank.
Some have suggested that the
solution to Flinn's plight - and others
sure to following - is to change the
rules to reflect reality. "If the
American public doesn't think adultery ought to be prosecuted any
more, then Congress ought to take
the law off the books," said Denver
attorney Susan Barnes, who heads
an advocacy group of military
women."

•
•

In general, it's better to change
laws than to fail to enforce them, but
not here. The point is, the military
needs special rules and higher standards. Solidcrs and presidents have
a duty to tread higher ground than
the rest of us. Meanwhile, spare us
the wisdom if the American public,
whose standards of excellence can
be measured, among other things,
by the enduring, and mystifying,
poplularity of Roseanne.
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Lynda Purcell's P1 and P2 class at Murray Elementary School make
apple carousels while working with the letter "A". The used apples,
peanut butter, animal crackers and straws for this activity.

The East, Southwest and North elementary schools GIT programs went
on an oversight field trip to Louisville, Elizabethtown and Madisonville.
This was the end or their "Tech Kids" year. They visited the science
museum, the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. and the G.E. Aircraft plant.
4

East Elementary student Aaron Perry wrote to Michael Jordon for his
portfolio In Judy Barber's class. He received a poster and autographed
picture.

Students In Lynda Purcell's class at Murray Elementary make time to
eat ice cream while studying the letter "I'.
Jennie Carroll, cafeteria supervisor at Southwest Elementary, explains
to lower primary students why vegetables are an Important food group.

East Elementary recently held their annual Spell-a-thon. School-wide
winners were Gary Downy (second), Alex Scelazar (first) and Jacob
Wyatt (third). Each grade level had prize winners at their level.
Members of the Murray Middle School Future Problem Solving Team
placed fourth in state competition in March. Pictured (from left) are
Erika Trenholm, Brandon Kellie. Justin Smith and Alan Clement.

Pictured are members of the Murray Middle;Murray High Percussion Ensemble who performed In the recent Talent Show held at Murray Middle
to benefit St. Jude's Hospital. (From left) Drew Fielder, Michael Swain,
Nick Pfannerstill, Andrew McClure, Sam Bierds, Matt Shelby and Michael Weatherford.

Fourth-year primary student Lindsey Hays reads the book she wrote to
first year primary students Garen Lawson and Lauren McKinney at
North Elementary,

r2A
Dr. John Yezerski (left) demonstrates the clothing and equipment worn
during surgery to Dana Stonecipher's class Calloway County High
School.

Calloway County Preschool Center students take a nature walk at Land
Between the Lakes during Penny French's class.

Mrs. Gore's homeroom at North Elementary play a tortoise game while
studying "The Tortoise" from "Carnival of the Animals."

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL

Be COOL
I This Sumer!

Year Round Program

Check out our new line
of designer frames...

T he
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RAYBANS® RX
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Play

...As Always 100% Quality Customer Service
We Accept Most Insurance.

Playground

Calloway County High School junior Candice McClure demonstrates
how she made Toll House Chocolate Chip Cookies, and how the famous
recipe came about during the era studied in American Literature,
1915-45.

Parent volunteer Dawn Wyatt looks on as Calloway County Preschool
Center students blow bubbles in honor of Child Abuse Prevention
Month.

READmoRE School
Supply
s[J Dictionaries •Check List
BONO-CARD 4*

Li Cliff Notes
Li Classic Books
0 Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
0 Special Orders
Taken on Most Titles
Not in Stock.

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St. • Murray • 759-2500

Serving Ages a through 5
L205 B Center Drive 753-65M
Hours: 730 arn.--5...20 pin.
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CCHS to issue report cards Friday
Calloway County High School will issue report cards for all freshman, sophomore, junior and senior students on Friday, May 30. Students may get their report cards in the guidance office from 8 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 3 p.m. on Friday.

C.U.B.S. meeting Wednesday
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C.U.B.S. (Calloway United Benevolent Services) Network will
have its quarterly meeting on Wednesday, May 28, at noon at Glendale Roach Church of Christ. Drinks will be provided by the Murray
Ledger & Times and persons may bring their own lunches. Agenda
items include community plan to address welfare reform; steering
committe report on new directions for C.U.B.S.; national initiative
report; Big Brother/Big Sister program update. For more informaiton
call 753-3070 or 753-1751. All interested persons are invited.

Blood Drive on Wednesday
A Red Cross Blood Drive will be Wednesday, May 28, from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Parish Center at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Donor
requirements are 17 years of age, weigh at least 110 pounds, not
have donated blood within the last 56 days, and be in generally good
health. "This is an emergency appeal as the blood supply is critically
short," said Larry Doyle, Calloway Red Cross Blood Drive
Coordinator.

4-H Geology meeting today
4-H Geology Youth interested in entering their collecting in the
Murray-Calloway County Fair will meet today (Tuesday) from 3:30
to 5 p.m. in the Weaks Auditorium. All interested youth need to
bring their rock collection and display box. For more information
call Ginny Harper at 753-2452.

4-H Camp deposits are due
4-H Camp will be available for all youth, ages 9 to 18, at West
Kentucky 4-H Camp, Dawson Springs, June 23-27. The cost will be
$70. Applications and $15 depostis are due today (Tuesday) at Calloway County Extension Office.

Retired Teachers will meet
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, June 2, at 1:30 p.m. at West Kentucky Exposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray. John Williams and Judy Gargus from the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce will be guest
speakers. New officers will be nominated and elected for the
1997-98 school year. Refreshments will be served before the meeting. All members and prospective members are urged to attend.

England reception on May 31
A community reception to honor Larry England will be Saturday,
May 31, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Dance Lounge, second floor, Curris
Center, Murray State University. England is retiring as teacher and
coach of Speech at Calloway County High School. The public is invited to attend the event.

Youth Showdown planned
"Youth Showdown '97" will start Wednesday, May 28, and continue through Saturday, May 31, at Pleasant Grove Baptist Church,
Hickory. This will be a tent revivial with Bradey Weldon as
evangelist to speak at 7 p.m. each evening.

Health Express stops listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will be offering
blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings
at all of its stops during the month of May. The cholesterola nd triglyceride screeing requires a food fast (water only) for 14 hours with
charge of $15. Also a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit is availabe for $4. Stops for Wednesday, May 28, will be at Murray Court
Square from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.; for Thursday,
May 29, at Wingo Town Square from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Sedalia
Baptist Church from 1 to 2:30 p.m.

MTS FFA reunion planned
A reunion of all former members of Murray Training School/
College High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America will be
held at the Walter Lee Steely farm on Murray-Paris Road on Saturday, July 5, 1997, at 4 p.m. For further information contact Donald
Crawford at 753-5384, Pete Waldrop at 753-9662, or Howard Steely
at 436-5999. This will be for members and their spouses.

Overbey named
academy scholar
Michele Overbey of Almo has
been named an All-American
Scholar by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Overbey, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, earned a
3.3 or higher grade point average
for the award. His biography will
appear in the academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of Bill and
Melissa Overbey of Rt. 1, Almo.
Her grandparents are Jackie
and Marcile Treas and Evelyn
Overbey and the late Frank A.
Overbey, all of Murray. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Ruby Treas
of Kirksey.

Bible School
starts June 2
First Baptist Church of Murray
will have its annual Vacation
Bible School starting Monday,
June 2, and continuing through
Friday, June 9.
"The Wild and Wonderful
Good News Stampede" will be
the theme of the school.
Sessions will be from 9 a.m, to
noon each weekday for children,
ages three through those who
have completed fifth grade.
Sessions for students who have
completed the sixth grade will
meet from 1 to 3 p.m. each
weekday.
Joetta Kelly, minister to children, invites all interested children
to attend the sessions at the
church, located at 203 South
Fourth Street, Murray.
Transportation will be available. For more information or for
transportation call the church office, 753-1854, by Friday, May
30.

Hayden Alan
Smith born
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smith of 25
Downing Rd., Kirksey, are the
parents of a son, Hayden Alan
Smith, born on Saturday, May 3,
1997, at 11:49 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
/
2
seven ounces and measured 191
inches. The mother is the former
Renee Hayden. A sister is Payton
Smith.
Grandparents are Lucille
(Mitzi) Smith and the late H.B.
Smith of Kirksey, Gary and Carolyn Hayden of Mayfield, and
Gloria Dean and Don Markle of
Hopkinsville.

Wednesday, May 28
C.U.B.S. (Calloway United Benevolent Services)/noon at Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m. cancelled for today
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Courtsquare/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
Murray Country Club ladies golf/9:30
a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies' bridge and
golf/9:30 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun &
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible Classes/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.

CENTER
HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
Both Men 9 Women
Murray, KY
University Snuare For 7670780
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Michele Overbey

Tuesday, May 27
Calloway County High School
commencement/6:30 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Murray Lions Club meeting/6
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
Retirees and former employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/6
p.m./private dining room of hospital.
Info/492-8640 or 753-3517.
Love of Barbie Doll Club/5
p.m./Calloway Public Library Note
date and time change.
Murray High School 1997 Project
Graduation Committee/6:30
p.m./school. All junior parents invited.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./private dining room
next to cafeteria at MCCH
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Ladies' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club. Reservations/753-6113.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/Jane, 489-2046,
or Liz, 759-0212.
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Mayfield.
Info/762-0231 or 753-6718.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Health Express of MCCH/Bob's Corner, New Concord/1-3 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m.
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Hattie Lee Galloway group of Westside Baptist Church/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Christians Responding to Current Issues/1:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
duals Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Wednesday, May 28
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
practice/6:30 p.m.; Outreach
Committee/6:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Tom Turner Silent Prayer/6 p.m.; Adult Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Youth Prime Time at
Paris Landing/4-10 p.m.; Prayer meet-

•

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227

ing and Bible study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.

Back Pain ? Headaches ?
Neck Pain ?
Core Can Help
Call 759-8000 for an Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractic.

Gentle Corrective Chiropractic

We care about your health and are
dedicated to quality care.

Dr. B. Scott Foster
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
1210 Johnson Blvd. Murra , KY

/ Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

10-5

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE
Some dents, cracks, leftovers, plus...
SUPER SAVINGS in every room!
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GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE

Shoes - Purses - Jewelry
ALL FIXTURES
EVERYTHING GOES

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

'FURNITURE 'JEWELRY CASES
'SILK TREES 'SEASONAL DECORATIONS

759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

Summer is the time for less clothes!
Don't be embarrassed by extra pounds.
Call for a FREE consultation
& start shedding inches today!
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Hwy. 641 South
Southside
Shopping
Center
753-8339
Murray, Ky.
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Jordan bogeys
Game 4 to give
Heat 87-80 win

Miami's Zo
squares off
vs.'Worm'
in Game 4
By JOHN FACENT1
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Miami coach Pat Riley
says it is time for the NBA to reel in Chicago's Dennis Rodman.
"I think it's the most ridiculous thing to
come along and we pander to it," Riley
said after Monday's Game 4, when Rodman and the Heat's Alonzo Mourning
wrestled to the floor. "The league knows it
and they let him get away with it. He takes
a half dozen cheap shots a game."
"Zo vs. the Worm" played a central
role in the Heat's 87-80 victory Monday to
avoid a Eastern Conference finals sweep.
Rodman and Mourning went to the floor
with 8:14 left in the fourth quarter while
battling for the ball.
"He's out there trying to poke my eyes
out," Rodman said. "He got me in a headlock, trying to hit me, this and that.... He's
Just a young kid. He doesn't know how to
play the game of basketball."
Rodman, whose hair these days is
rainbow-hued, hid fully dressed in the
locker room showers for about 10 minutes
before being escorted from the arena by a
bodyguard. He was razzed by Heat fans
throughout the second half.
Replays showed Mourning tapping Rodman on the head before Riley separated the
two players.
"I had a real hard time getting them
apart," Riley said. "I had to get a knee in
there, I had to get my arms in there, and
they were saying everything to one
another."
• See Page 7

By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer

File Photo

Miami's Alonzo Mourning, shown lifting up teammate Vashon Lenard in an earlier
game, went toe-to-toe with Chicago's Dennis Rodman in Game 4 of the Eastern Conference Finals on Monday.

MIAMI (AP) — Michael Jordan
spent a free afternoon on the golf
course, then showed up for work the
next day without his stroke.
But Jordan denied that his favorite
hobby was the reason he missed his
first 14 shots Monday in the Chicago
Bulls' 87-80 loss to the Miami Heat.
The ,defeat left the Bulls leading the
Eastern Conference final 3-1 going
into Game 5 Wednesday at the United Center.
With confident Chicago in command of the series Sunday. Jordan
headed fel the Miami links following
practice. His score wasn't disclosed,
but he shot 9-for-35 Monday, which
led to an obvious question:
Why play 46 holes of golf in
85-degree weather during the
playoffs?
"I don't think it had anything to
do with the way I played," he said.
"I felt fresh. I felt good. I played 45
minutes. I can't say that•bothered my
energy level."
Jordan had 29 points only because
he found the range in the fourth quarter, scoring 18 consecutive Chicago
points to lead a furious but futile
comeback from a 21-point deficit.
Tim Hardaway scored 25 points for
Miami. Alonzo Mourning, who had
predicted the victory following a
24-point Heat loss in Game 3, added
18 points and 14 rebounds.
Chicago had been 9-0 previously
against Miami in the playoffs, winning by an average margin of 18

Spring Sports

Regional baseball,
softball tourneys
postponed by rain
Weekend rains forced the
delay of both the First Region
baseball and softball tournaments on Tuesday.
All games will now be moved
back one day.
In baseball, Calloway County
was scheduled to take on
Heath today at 2 p.m., but the
game was pushed back until
Wednesday at 4:30 at Paducah's Brooks Stadium.
Murray High, which was
slated to meet Fulton County
on Wednesday at 7 p.m., will
now play the Pilots on Thursday at 7
• Calloway County' softball
team was scheduled to meet
Reidland in the first round on
Wednesday at Ballard Memorial, but will now take on the
Greyhounds on Thursday at 4
p.m.

DENVER (AP) -- Six runs
down at Coors Field'?
No problem.
Walt Weiss jump started the
offense and Andres Galarraga
finished it off as the Colorado
Rockies beat St. Louis 9-7
Monday, their seventh straight
home win over the Cardinals.
Weiss' second homer in two
games tied the score 6-all in the
fourth inning. Galarraga hit a
long two-run homer and Vinny
Castilla added a solo shot in the
eighth inning for the Rockies
"You can never count us out
of a game here at home and certainly not when we arc trailing

only 6-0 in the fourth inning,"
Colorado manager Don Baylor
said. "We made some good adjustments to Danny Jackson's
slider and for the second
straight game, Walt got us
started."
With the Rockies trailing 7-6,
Dante Bichette singled with one
out and Galarraga, who drove in
four runs for the game, followed with a 469-foot shot to
left off Mark Petkovsek (2-4). It
was his 11th homer this season
and the third-longest homer in
the three-season history of
Coors Field.
"That was the hardest one
I've hit this year," Galarraga
said. "Someone said if I'd gotten it up a little higher it would
have hit the scoreboard, but I
don't want to change anything."
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Cleveland fans boo
ex-Indian on return

File Photo

Utah forward Karl Malone has had a decent Western Conference Finals
against the Houston Rockets, but not up to his usual -Standards.

Rockies stage comeback win over Cards
•Weiss, Galarraga
HRs power Colorado
over St. Louis 9-7
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championship, he's never won a
championship," Sloan said. "But
he has nothing to apologize for.
A lot of people said this is upsetting Michael Jordan. Well Karl
didn't vote for himself, and nobody in our organization disrespected Michael Jordan."
Malone wasn't sharing any
new thoughts after practice Monday — the first time in this series
he has avoided the print media.
He did so by bolting to his fourwheel drive vehicle with more
determination than he showed the
previous day driving to the
basket.
On Sunday, however, Malone
acknowledged the ongoing debate
over his MVP selection.
"Michael never said he had
any problem with it," Malone
said. "Some people didn't like it
that I got it, but a lot of the great
players acknowledged me when I
MI See Page 7

FROP

II See Page 7

When will league's MVP
perform like it for Utah?
an average of 22.0. That's a considerable dropoff from his averages of 28.6 in the second round
against the Lakers, 30.7 in the
first round against the Clippers
and 27.4 in the regular season.
"I haven't played the kind of
basketball I have to play. I'm due
for one," Malone said. "Even
though we've won, I haven't had
the kind of games I need to
have."
Game 5 is tonight in the bestof-7 series, which is tied 2-2.
Game 6 is Thursday at Houston
and Game 7, if necessary, would
be next Sunday back in Salt Lake
City.
Because Malone beat out Jordan for the MVP award -- and
because many people think Jordan should have won — Malone's game is being picked apart
and scrutinized like never before.
"He's been picked at pretty
good in the past. People have always said: 'He's never won a

Aria

points. The Heat improved to 5-0 this
year when faced with elimination.
"It would have been easy to go
out," coach Pat Riley said. "As
much as this team has been maligned
for not deserving to be here, I know
how hard they've worked. They've
been crucified for trying to win, and I
think they felt that a little bit. They
deserve the right to dream and hope
like anybody else."
Now they hope to win Wednesday
and return to Miami Arena for Game
6 on Friday.
"We're not concerned," Jordan
said. "We know we can play better.
We showed in the second half the intensity we can play with and how
they can get rattled. We feel confident that if we play our game as we
did in the second half, we'll be all
right."
If the Jordan who struggled
through the first half resurfaces, the
Bulls have a problem. He was
0-for-11 at halftime when Chicago
trailed 47-31, setting a franchise
playoff record for the fewest points
in a first half.
Bulls publicists believe it was the
first time Jordan ever went through a
half — regular season or playoffs —
without a field goal. Many of his
shots fell short, suggesting fatigue,
and both coaches said the golf may
have taken a toll.
"It looked like he played it today," Riley said.
"If that's what was called for,

NBA Playoffs

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
The MVP debate is far from over,
especially with the way Karl Malone has played in the Western
Conference finals.
After grabbing only six rebounds in Game 3 and then complairiing too few plays were
called for him, Malone came out
in Game 4 and took 28 shots,
missing 18, and went to the foul
line only two times. Many of his
misses were layups or 3-footers.
"I wouldn't say he's tentative,
I'd say he's trying to be as quick
as he can be because (Hakeem)
Olajuwon is back there and he
knows that," Utah coach Jerry
Sloan said Monday. "Maybe he
got a little more reserved. If anything, he's probably trying to be
too quick."
Malone has scored 21, 24, 21
and 22 points in the four games,
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Only Ray Langford's
•483-foot blast on May 19, 1996
off Mark Thompson and Larry
Walker's 475-foot drive off
Mike Morgan on May 18, 1996
were longer.
One pitch later, Castilla hit
his 13th homer.
Mike DeJean (2-0) pitched
the eighth and Steve Reed
worked a hitless ninth for his
fifth save.
Ron Gant homered and drove
in three runs, and Gary Gaetti
added a solo homer for the Cardinals, who have lost their last
seven at Coors Field and haven't won here since Aug. 27,
1995.
"We could have won the
game 10-9 or 7-6," St. Louis
manager Tony La Russa said.
"We missed a couple of rallies

and we centered enough pitches
for them where they got back
into the game."
Neither starting pitcher lasted
past the fourth inning. Jackson
worked the first 3 1-3 innings
before giving way to Petkovsek,
who had allowed a single in his
first four innings before giving
up a one-out hit to Bichette and
the back-to-back homers to Galarraga and Castilla.
"The way it ended was gut
wrenching," Petkovsek said. "I
don't think you:could evaluate
the first few innings without
leaving out their eighth inning
and that makes it below
average."
The Cardinals batted around,
using five singles and Gant's
See Page 7
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The Assoclated Press
Indians 1, Albert Belle 0.
That's how fans may view
Cleveland's 10-4 win in Chicago
Sunday over Belle and the White
Sox.
But those closest to the situation had a different perception of
Belle's first game against his former club.
"I became resigned to the fact
that Albert Belle was a White
Sox player a long time ago," Indians manager Mike Hargrove
said. "The White Sox were good
before Albert signed and they're
a good team after Albert signed.
We didn't come here to play Albert. We came here to play the
White Sox."
That logic didn't stop a substantial group of Cleveland fans
from making the trip to Chicago
to boo Belle, who left the Indians
during the off-season to sign a
$55 million deal with the White
Sox.
"The people of Cleveland
don't much like Albert Belle. But
personally I like Albert. He's not
a bad guy," Hargrove said.
The Indians scored six runs in
the second and Orel Hershiser
(5-2) survived a shaky first to go
seven strong innings.
Belle, after going 0-for-3
against Hershiser, did extend his
hitting streak to 21 games —
matching a career high — with a
single in the eighth off Jose
Mesa. He also had two groundouts and a strikeout.
When Belle reached first after
his hit, he had a conversation
with Indians first baseman Jim
Thome.
"I won't tell you what I said to
him, but it was all in fun,"
Thome said. "Albert and I were
close. We were friends and we
are still friends. He is a very
great player. Once we continue to
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•Miami's Zo...

Sports

98-74 loss on Saturday. Rodman
mocked Mourning's prediction at
the Bulls' practice on Sunday and
continued to taunt him during the
game.
At one point, Rodman patted
his chest in front of Mourning after the Heat complained about a
foul in the fourth quarter.
Chicago guard Ron Harper said
that Mourning and Rodman were
just the highlight of a game full
of trash talk.
"I enjoy these kind of games.
You hear ugly at your back and
everyone's talking trash. Dennis
and Zo. It's a fun game," Harper
said.
No players left the bench as
the two struggled, avoiding a repeat of Game 5 of the MiamiNew York playoff series when
six players were suspended after
most of the Knicks bench joined
in a fight.
"See what well-trained animals we are," the Bulls' Luc
Longley joked after the game.
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Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance
•Standard & High Risk

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

Attention
Baseball Coaches
Call us for the best prices on your team photos.
Memory Mate

$6.00

(3x5 individual plus 5x7 leant photo)

Trading Cards

$10.00

Coaches and sponsor get a free team photo.

SCOREBOARD

Allison Photography

Jane Rogers Ins.
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1-800-572-1717

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.
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607 S. 4th St.
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FROM PAGE 6
got it. That's what's important to
me.
"A lot of guys that are jealous,
they have nothing to be jealous
-about. They're jealous about the
way I play."
Malone said he hasn't spoken
to Jordan since the award was announced, but he didn't think it
was a big deal. He said the two
are not close friends, although
they occasionally speak to each
other when the Jazz play the
Bulls during the season.
Jordan has been nothing but
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complimentary about Malone's
selection, although many people
suspect Jordan wants to play the
Jazz in the finals so he can prove
the voters wrong.
Malone simply wants to get to
the finals because he's never
been there before. And he hasn't
lost any admiration for Jordan despite beating his out for the MVP
award.
"What he does every night,
everybody guns for him and he
comes out and still raises him
game, even after all these years,"
Malone said. "So I have a lot of
respect for him."

•Rockies...

IS

FROM PAGE 6
three-run homer to take a 5-0
lead in the second off Kevin
Ritz.
St. Louis made it 6-0 in the
fourth on Lankford's RBI
single.
The Rockies sent 10 batters
to the plate and chased Jackson
with a six-run fourth inning.
Galarraga drove in two runs
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with a double, Castilla and Kirt
Manwaring had RBI hits and
Walt Weiss hit a two-run
homer.
It was Weiss' second homer
in as many days and only the
second he'd hit right-handed in
21 career homers.
Gaetti homered to dead center leading off the fifth against
Darren Holmes to put the Cardinals ahead 7-6.

753-9627

Unleash Your Potential!

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Tree CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
ealOmore
681
32 15
Toronto
25 21
543
7
New Your
26 23
531
Detroit
458 10'A
22 26
413 124
Boston
19 27
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Chrveland
26 21
.553 —
Mhvaultes
22 23
489 3
Kansas City
22 25
468 4
25
457
Chicago
21
lAnnstota
20 29
408 7
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
.553 —
26 21
Anaheim
532 1
25 22
531
1
Seattle
26 23
Oakland
20 31
392 8
Monday's Games
Boston 3, ItAlwaukee 2
Detroit 6, Anaheim 0
Baltimore 8, N.Y Yankees 6
Seattle 13, Minnesota
Oakland 2. Kansas City 1, 11 innings
Cleveland 10, Chicago While Sox 4
Toronto 8, Texas 1
Tuesday's Gimes
Anaheim (Perish° 0-0) at Detroit (Thompson
4-3). 6705 p.m.
Milwaukee (Mercedes 1-1) at Batton (Gordon
3-5). 6:05 p.m.
Bakimore (Kanieniecki 3-2) al NY Yankees
(Roge(s 3-2), 6.35 p.m.
Texas (Burkett 3-3) at Toronto (Person 0-2), 6-35
p.m.
Cleveland (Lopez 2-2) at Chicago White Sox
(Drabs. 3-3). 7:05 p.m
Seattle (Lowe 0-1) at Minnesota (Jarvis 0-0),
7-05 p.m.
Oakland (Oquist 0-1) at Kansas City (Rosado
3-3), 705 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Alvarez 3-5) at Boston (Sete
5-3), 605 p.m.
Baltimore (Key 8-1) at Detroit (Woollier 3-3), 635
P.m.
NY Yankees (Mendoza 3-1) at Toronto (Guzman 3-4), 635 pm
tAlwaukee (Kart 2-5) at Aerosol& (Radke 3-4).
7:05 pm
Cleveland (Ogee 5-3) al Kansas City (Belcher
5-5), 705 p.m.
Anaheim (Watson 2-3) at Oakland (Karsay 1-5).
9.35 pm
Texas (Olsen 2-5) at Seattle (Johnson 6-1), 9:35
P•rn

National League
East Division
W
L Pct.
34
15
Atlanta
694
Florida
29 19
604
New York
27 22 .551
Montreal
542
26 22
Philadelphia
18 31
367
Central Division
W
L Pct.
Houston
25 25
500
Pittsburgh
490
24 25
St. LOIAS
20 28 .417
18 30 .375
Chicago
Cincinnati
18 31
367
West Division
W
L Pct.
San Franasco
28 20
583
Colorado
27 22 .551
542
Lce Angeles
26 22
417
20 28
San Diego
Monday's Games
Chicago Cubs 2, Pittsburgh 1
Colorado 9, St. LOUIS 7
San Francisco 4, Houston 3
Cinannatl 8, Philadelphia 5. 1st game
Cinannati 8, Philadelphia 4, 2nd game
NY. Mats 4, Montreal 3
Los Angeles 5, Honda 3
Atlanta 12 San Diego 5
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Tuesday's Games
St Louis (Al Benes 3-4) at Colorado (Thomson
0-3). 2-05 pm.
Houston (Hampton 2-4) at San Francisco (Gardner 6-1), 2.35 pm
Chicago Cubs (J Gonzalez 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(Lieber 2-5), 605 pin
NY Mats (Clerk 5-2) at Montreal (Perez 4-4)
615 pm.
Philadelphia (Schiling 6-4) at Cincinnati (Tomko
0-0), 6 35 p in.
Florida (Leiter 3-3) at Loa Angeles (Nomo 5-3).
9:05 p.m
Atlanta (Itladdux 5-1) at San Diego (Hamilton
3-1), 9.05 pm
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Mulholland 3-3) at Pittsburgh
(Cooke 3-6), 6.05 p
N.Y. Mots (Jones 8-2) at Montreal (P.Martiriez
8-0), 6-35 p.m.
Philadelphia (Stephenson 2-0) at Cincinnati
(Morons' 1-5), 6 35 p.m.
Only games scheduled

KIDS DON'T SEEM TO MIND
OUR SUMMER SCHOOL
Parents tell us its because they're having fun while learning the 'Three C's" Confidence, Control, and Concentration. At Martial Arts Amenca, our
Martial Arts Training teaches more than just self defense. It builds character,
self confidence, discipline, and helps your child prepare for the challenges
they'll face the rest of their lives (Not to mention the next school year).
Don't let your kids spend another summer on the couch watching TV or playing
Nintendo. This summer, let us teach them something they can actually use in
real life. Call us today b take advantage of our "Summer School Special"

•Indians...
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situaion of
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play them, I think all this (hype)
will go away. I really do."
Belle, as usual, would not
comment after the game.
He'll make his first visit to
Cleveland next week when the
White Sox play at Jacobs Field
on June 3-5.
Blue Jays 8, Rangers 1
At Toronto, Roger Clemens
(9-0) became the AL's first ninegame winner, allowing one run
and four hits in seven innings and
striking out seven. Off to his best
start since going 14-0 in 1986, he
lowered his league-leading ERA
to 1.81.
Toronto's offense, which has
struggled all season, matched its
season high in runs — doing it in
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TAM
Muscular Dystrophy Association

Rodman's streak of technical
fouls in every one of the Bulls'
playoff games continued when a
technical was called foldouble
Indy 500 rained out again; resumes today
lowing the altercation.
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — After completing just 15 laps, the Indianapolis 500
Mourning, who scored 18
was suspended due to bad weather, and is scheduled to resume Tuesday
points and pulled down 14 reafternoon.
bounds, had little to say about it.
Before the green flag was dropped to start the race, a three-car crash
"It's unfortunate we got tied
knocked out Kenny Brack, Affonso Giaffone and Stephen Gregoire. Three
other drivers dropped out of the race with mechanical problems.
up," Mourning said. "In that siWhen the race restarts, Tony Stewart will be on the lead, with pole-sitter
tuation, the referees made the
An. Luyendyk running second.
right decision. ... I'm just glad it
didn't affect the outcome of the
game."
Rodman had 13 points and 11
rebounds, but once again earned
the wrath of his coach.
"I thought Dennis should wait
beat the shot clock. From that until he gets his WBA, WFA
FROM PAGE 6
point on I found myself pressing, license to start something like
trying to find my rhythm and that," Chicago coach Phil Jackthat's his priority," Bulls coach
missing easy shots."
son said.
Phil Jackson said. "It might have
Mourning and Dennis Rodman
The battle between Mourning
cost us, but that's the way it goes
provided an entertaining and Rodman began after Miami's
this time of year. Sometimes it's sideshow throughout the game,
better to do that than to stick trading barbs and shoves until franchise player predicted a win
for Game 4 following Miami's
your nose to the grindstone."
they wrestled each other to the
At times Jordan appeared to be floor with 8:14 remaining. Each
shooting a grindstone. His first received a technical foul, giving
basket came with 8:09 left in Rodman 15 in 12 playoff games,
third quarter to make the score including at least one in every
56-37.
game.
"I knew what the numbers
Moments later, Jordan finally
were," Jordan said. "I knew I got hot, sinking six baskets in
hadn't made a basket. I really 5% minutes as Miami's lead
wasn't helping the situation, but I dwindled to 79-78.
Sponsored By:
had a determination to somehow
"For a half he shows he's huget involved in this game. ...
man," teammate Steve Kerr said.
"In the first quarter I found "In the second half he shows
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
myself rushing shots trying to he's godly."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
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DEADLY NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASES

t

the first two innings — and hits
(13).
Ruben Sierra went 3-for-3, and
Ed Sprague and Orlando Merced
homered.
Rangers starter Julio Santana
(2-2) gave up eight runs — seven
earned — and 12 hits in six
innings.
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In Stock At:
D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

STANLEY CUP FINALS
(Beet-of-7)
Saturday, May 31
Detroit at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.

Six Weeks only

FREE DANCE
FREE PIZZA
LIVE DJ
When: May 30th 6-10 p.m.
Where: Carr Health Bldg
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USA ••

$99.95

CALL TODAY!
1411 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Includes uniform!

753-6111

y

FREE POOL PARTY

SUMMER KICK-OFF DANCE

• 111 74"'
PIG OUT/ tf" If di/
When: June 14, 7-9 p.m.
PIC'UT!
Where: Murray City Pool
IPIC UT?

101101.

Open to members & non-members
6th thru 8th grade are invited to attend
Dance & Pool Party

i

TEEN ADVENTURES PROGRAM

3 y1i38,000 mil* warranty avaitablo

$999
$1019
$1079
$1059

All Tree CDT
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Sunday, May 25
Philadelphia 4, N.Y Rangers 2, Philadelphia
wins Banes 4-1
Monday, May 26
Detroit 3, Colorado 1. Detroit wins series 4-2

f

SUMMER
SPECIAL!

Tuesday, June 3
Detroit at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
Thursday, June S
Philadelphia at Drat. 7 p m
Saturday, June 7
Philadelphia at Detroit. 7 p in
Tuesday, June 10
Detroit at Phil/ark:Oa. 7 pm, it necessary
Thursday, Juno 12
-Philadelphia at Detroit, 7 p m, if necessary
Saturtley, June 14
Detroit at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.. rf necessary

HANGING OUT AT THE

RBAANUFACTURED ENGINES
Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

NHL PLAYOFFS

When: June 2 - June 27
Days: Mon/Wed/Fri
Time: 12:30 - 3:30
Where: YMCA Teen Center

Go by
the "Y"
to register,

SPECIAL EVENTS:
*Ropes Course
*Adventure River
*Game Tables
*Basketball

*Volleyball
*Crew
*Golf
*Teen Room

Dance & Pool Party
Contact Brenda
at the YMCA: A Parent will need to come inside to pick up child.
753-4295
Financial Assistance Available
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Head of missing child found at school
TOK 10 (AP) — A custodian
discovered the head of a missing
11-year-old boy in a courtyard in
front of a Kobe junior high
school :his morning with a note
stuffed in the mouth.
Poli‘e said the head was that
of Jun Hase, a mentally handicapped sixth grader who disap-

Invetantents Since 18.14

Stock Market
Report
"-N.
:es as '.)t 9 AM

Chg
1)42.• June hid. Aig..7316.45 - 29.24
76 unc
Air Products
375/a + P/2
AT&T
A3314 unc
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton 50'4 - 3/s
Bristol Myers Squibb...72'4
CBI Corp. Ky. -23 B 24 A
32114 - 3/•
Chrssler
383/a unc
Dean Foods
59 - 1/a
Exxon
371/4
Ford Motor
General Electric 603/4 - 1/s
571/2 unc
General Motors
4P/4 - 1/2
Goodrich
563/4 - 1/2
Goodyear .........
174'4 + 11/2
I B M
52'4 - 1/a
Ingersoll Rand
1633/s + 3/14
Intel
K I Energy- ....-.. 34 - 1/s
25'4 - 1/2
Kruger
23'4 - 1/1
L t. & E
- Pis
Lucent Tech
2934 - 1/4
Mittel
51/2 + 3/a
McDonalds
9314 +
Me...k
!Mk rosoft ..............123'!. + '/2
51 unc
J.( Penney
Peoples First*„.261/4 B 27 A
397/a Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
88 513/4 Sears
109 Te4a4o
481/4 - !;4
Time Warner
283/4 unc
LS i
293/s W al-Mart
Pr,ce

•H

peared Saturday after leaving his
home to visit a nearby house
where his grandfather lived.
The custodian found the head
hours before students arrived at
the public Tomogaoka junior
high school. Later, a body believed to be the boy's was discovered near a drainage pond in
bushes on a hill about 550 yards
from the school, Hyogo Prefectural police spokesman Takahiko
Yoto said.
The head was identified by the
boy's father, Mamoru Hase, 41.
The Japanese news agency

WASHINGTON (AP) — Reed
Hunch will announce he IS resigning as chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission,
government sources said today.
These sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said
Hundt had scheduled an afternoon news conference to announce his resignation. They
said, however, that he would stay
on at the commission while the
search is under way for a successor, a process that is likely to
take several months.
It had been widely expected
that Hundt_would leave before his
term was up next year. Two of

MOVIE 8
GAME

Our Best lavestrand Is Yoe.
rt

200 E. Main • 753-8201

Wherever you go co:pr
go on Cooper tires!Cs
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
5
' Noon

The FCC has been struggling
over the past year to write the
regulations to put the massive
overhaul into effect. While critics
charge that consumers have yet to
see benefits from the legislation,
supporters argue that as competition takes hold, consumers will
eventually see lower prices and
expanded choices.
In addition to overseeing the
writing of regulations to implement the new telecommunications
law, the FCC during Hundt's tenure issued the first licenses for
advanced, digital television and
presided over auctions of licenses
to use public airwaves that have
generated more than $23 billion
for the government.

CHICAGO (AP) — A woman
ignored her doctor's order to immediately take her malnourished
son to a hospital and instead took
him to a salon where he died as
she was having her nails done,
police said Monday.
Dianna Meeks, a 25-year-old
mother of five, was charged with
involuntary manslaughter in the
death of her youngest child and
ordered held Monday on
$350,000 bond.
She said nothing at a hearing
as prosecutor Mike Goldberg outlined the abuse he said led to the
death of Dontory Jordan.
Authorities said he weighed
5-pounds-11 ounces when he was
born prematurely in March. He

Carnell Heath
Services for Camel! Heath will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. John Denham will officiate. Mrs. Olivene Erwin will be organist.
Pallbearers will be Billy Joe Hosford, Jason Heath, David Reuter,
Joseph Strab, Hal Hosford, James McKinney and Brooks Moody. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Heath, 82, formerly of Murray, died Saturday, May 24, 1997, at
12:50 p.m. at Good Samaritan Rehabilitation Center, Nashville, Tenn.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Virginia Ann Hodges Heath;
nine brothers and sisters which included: Eunie Knight, Clarence
(Bud) Heath, Audie Vinson, Mike Heath and Erya Redden. Born Nov.
4, 1914, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Henry
Heath and Ida Moore Heath.
He was a member of Lodge No. 44 of Free and Accepted Masons at
Birmingham, Mich.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Beverly Jean Reuter and husband, Ronald, Livonia, Mich., and Mrs. Ida Sue Monroe and husband,
Stewart, Lake Almanor, Calif.; one son, Thomas Camel! Heath and
wife, Kathleen, Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Outland of
Granite City, Ill.; six grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.

Vipers Body Shop, Inc,
(Since 1937)

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing
(Large or Small)

A

637 S. 3rd St.

_153-3134
01111=MIP
ft

STIHL®

Trust
Your
Grange
Agent To
Help You Stay Afloat.

•
FS-36/

Now
Only

CUTTHE JOB
DOWN To SIZE!

Montell Paschall
Funeral rites for Monte!! Paschall will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Harry Elkins will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White is organist.
Pallbearers will be Charles Tidwell, Kenneth Keatts, Gary Evitts,
Doris Evitts, Elisha Paschall and Bill McClain. Burial will follow in
the Paschall Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
Mr. Paschall, 55, of Cottage Grove, Tenn., died Saturday, May 24,
1997, at 10:50 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
He was a Baptist minister and a member of Victory Baptist Mission. He was owner of Paschall Salvage Co., Hazel. His father, Louis
Paschall, died in March 1993.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Evitts Paschall; one
daughter, Mrs. Vickie Perkins and husband, Lindsey, one son, Brad
Paschall, one grandaughter, Jayme Perkins, one grandson, Steven Perkins, his mother, Mrs. Mavis Bradley Paschall, and one brother, A.L.
Paschall, all of Paris.

Mrs. Doris Jean Ruccio
The funeral mass for Mrs. Doris Jean Ruccio was today at 10 a.m.
at St. Denis Catholic Church. Burial was in Louisville Memorial Gardens West with arrangements by at Arch L. Heady & Son, Louisville.
Expressions of sympathy may be sent to Little Sisters of the Poor.
Mrs. Ruccio, 73, formerly of Irvin, died Saturday, May 24, 1997, at
Caritas Medical Center.
She was retired owner and operator of Ruccio's St. Denis Bakery.
She was a member of St. Denis Catholic Church, the Master Bakers
Association, Italian-American Club, American Business Women's Association, F.O.P. Lodge No. 17 and active in the Democratic party.
Survivors include three sons, Michael A. Ruccio of Murray, William P. Ruccio of Newbern, N.C., and James Ruccio; three daughters,
Mary Jo Ruccio of Union, Gerri Ruccio of Covington, and Judy
Mores; 12 grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

David R. King
\
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Get Money-in-Minutess" TODAY. Up to $300
the Fast New MoneyPlace Way!
EAsy AS 1. Bring driver's license or other picture I.D.
2. Most recent paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement & personal check.

Ni

lligh-Fashifut
Eye-Fashion

SUNGLASSES

With s our first
Cosh - ft d I a II cc
fTo m The
Nlottes Place

The
MoneyPlacei, call, come in Today!
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alt
CA

...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlaee
9-5 Monday-Thursday, 9-6 Friday, 9-12 Saturday

901 Sycamore, Murray
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MONEYSALE!
FREE!

INSURANCE CENTER

2-YEAR

Sows
642.111 •
US 1-2 271-351 lbs.
$43.11111
US 1-3 301.456 lbs.145.611 US 1-3 451.525 Itsa
NC* US 1-3 525 & up lbs.US 2-3 3410-50 lbs.--------$O N
Boars su.soms.

Federal State Market News Service May 27, 19/97
Keatucky Porthole Area Hog Market Report lacludes 2
Buying Stellar Receipts: Act. 16 Rot. 255 Barrel,' &
Gilts $1.1111 lower Sows steady
US 1-3 236-16d
• 54.55
$5111 53.68
US 1-3 215-231 lbe
US 14
lbs.$33 Id NM
US 1.2 211-215
WO • 46.66
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Lester Ray White Krokson, 7, Murray, died Monday, May 26, 1997,
at 12:30 p.m. at Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. His
death followed an illness.
Survivors include his parents, Richard and Margie Krokson of Murray; four sisters, Erica and April of Murray, and Lynnea and Loriea
Krokson of Chicago, Ill.; one brother, Richard Krokson, Chicago, Ill.;
his grandmother, Mrs. Mattie Clemons, Chicago, Ill.
His father, Lester White, preceded him in death. He was born July
27, 1989, in Chicago, Ill.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

range

• Double line,"Autocut"
mowing head
• Adjustable "D"
handle
•Includes safety
glasses

753-2571

weighed three pounds when he
died Thursday.
Meeks took him to the doctor
for a checkup and was told to immediately take him to a hospital,
even writing out directions, Goldberg told the judge.
Instead, Meeks dropped the
baby off with a sister and went
shopping. Later, she took Dontory and her four other children
— boys ages 6, 4 and 2 years old,
and a girl 17 months old — to
Sunny Nails salon, where the
baby died.
The cause of death was failure
to thrive and maternal neglect.
There was no evidence of food in
the baby's system, and he lacked
body fat, Goldberg told the judge.

Lester Ray White Krokson

Every boat owner knows that boats come with special
problems - like where to get boat insurance that won't scuttle
your plans for fun. Fortunately, as an independent Grange
Insurance agent, I can offer you the coverage and personal
service you need to keep you sailing
-smoothly for years to come. Call me
today for more information about
1NBURANCE
Grange Boat Insurance.
Your partner in protection

13995

Che*tnut

Woman charged in son's death

James Kilgore (Jimmie) Smyth, 52, Country Club Road, Puryear,
Tenn., died Sunday, May 25, 1997, in the Emergency Room of Henry
County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
He was a self-employed Auto Body Restoration and Repairman. An
Army veteran, he was a member of Cottage Grove Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 5, 1944, at Paris, Tenn., he was the son of the late James
Smyth and Sue Kilgore Smyth.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Georgia Chandler Smyth, to whom
he was married on Dec. 31, 1965; two sons, Christian Lee Smyth and
wife, Stephanie, Bentonville, Ark., and Josh Lee Smyth, Puryear,
Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Joyce Hutto, Modoc, S.C., Mrs. Betty Vaden
and husband, Richard, Aberdeen, Miss., and Mrs. Gina Beck,
Paducah.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Richard Vaden and the Rev.
Steve Gallimore will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Keith Walker, Mark Chandler, Mike Chandler,
Curtis Parker, Jason Parker and Bart Chandler. Burial will follow in
Walker Cemetery, Paris.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday) and after 10 a.m. Wednesday.

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

•Dependable, smooth
running, 302cc gaspowered engine
•Finger tip controls make
it easy to use
• Quick starling electronic
ignition

sinesses as well as deregulating
cable rates and making it easier
for media companies to own
more outlets.

James Kilgore (Jimmie) Smyth

WAREHOUSE TIRE

MT, Fr

Casey Daugherty, senior at Calloway County High School, presents a
donation of $50 from Hazel Woman's Club to Phyllis Robinson,
secretary/bookkeeper at CCHS. The money was for Project Graduation
for Calloway County High School seniors following graduation on May
27.

DEATHS

Mon thru Thurs
Every Week!

HILLIARD
LYONS

•

the top contenders to replace him
Commissioner Susan Ness and
FCC General Counsel Bill
Kennard.
Kennard was nominated on
Friday by President Clinton for a
Democratic seat on the fivemember commission that will become open in June.
Clinton also nominated Harold
Furchtgott-Rot, chief economist
for the House Commerce Committee, to a Republican seat on
the commission that has been
vacant for a year.
Of the FCC's five seats, three
now are designated to be held by
Democrats.
During Hundt's tenure at the
FCC, Congress last year passed a
sweeping overhaul of U.S. telecommunciations law.
The law freed cable, local
phone and long-distance companies to get into each others' bu-

Specials
2 for the
Price of 1

UN,- ooce ,.rxinanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502- 753-3366

de -a,

lion people 270 miles west of Tokyo. One girl was killed and
another seriously injured in
March.
The cases remain unsolved.
Police refused to say whether
they could be linked to the slaying of the boy.
Children who attend neighborhood schools have been commuting in groups since the March
assaults.
In January 1995, Kobe was hit
by a massive earthquake, which
killed 6,300 in the greater metropolitan region.

FCC chairman ready to resign

Lyons .5 a fra:Kai'raker .n ths

rc

Kyodo said the head had been
mutilated with a knife.
Another police spokesman,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said a note stuffed in
the boy's mouth included the Japanese word "onibara," which
loosely translates as "devil's
rose."
The spokesman said no one has
been arrested, and he refused to
speculate on what may have motivated the slaying.
Two other recent attacks have
targeted elementary school students in Kobe, a city of 1.45 mil-

513-A
▪ So. 12th St., Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Murray, KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
Mayfield, KY
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (5112) 575-9900 (901)885-7500

753-8355
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INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept sealed bids for workers compensation
insurance until 1:30 p.m.June 12, 1997. Bid
specifications may be picked up in the
Calloway County Judge/Executive's office.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves
the right to accept the lowest and best bid or
to reject any and all bids,to waive technicalities, or to re-advertise.
INVITATION TO BID
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The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept sealed bids for the interior lining and
product piping upgrade for 2existing underground storage tanks located at the Calloway County Road Department. Bid specifications may be picked up in the Calloway
County Judge/Executive's office. Bids will
be accepted until 1:30 p.m.on June 12,1997.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves
the right to accept the lowest and best bid or
to reject any and all bids,to waive technicalities, or to re-advertise.

Advertisement for Bid
The Dyer County Board of Education will receive sealed proposals at
the office of Dyer County Board of Education, 159 Everett Avenue,
Dyerskturg Tennessee 38024, until the times indicated below for the
various Bid Groups on Wednesday,June 18, 1997 for furnishing all
labor, materials and equipment for the Bid Packages indicated below
in the connection with the Construction of the Middle School as
described in and reflected by the plans and specifications prepared by
McGehee/Nicholson/Burke/Architects, Inc. Memphis, Tennessee,
dated May 19, 1997, immediately after each of which designated
times said sealed bids for each ofthe designated Bid Packages shall be
publicly opened and read. Said sealed bids will be received and
opened at the times indicated below for the following listed Bid
Groups and Bid Packages:
9:00 A.111.
Bid Group B
Bid Package Did Package Title
500R
Structural & Misc. Steel Material
550R
Structural & Misc. Steel Erection
Bid Group C

Bid..P.ar.kagg Bid Parkey# Title

INVITATION TO BID

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Furnishing of culvert and bridge
materials
For the year 1997-98
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court at the County
Judge/Executive's office in Murray, Kentucky until 1:30 p.m. on Thursday,June 12,
1997. During the regular meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court on June 12,
1997 at the Weaks Community Center
Auditorium they will be publicly opened and
read aloud for the furnishing of timber
culvert and bridge materials for the year
1997-1998. Prices will be firm through June
30, 1998.
All bidders shall quote unit prices and
quantity discounts which apply to materials
which they offer. All bidders shall submit
with their proposal, specifications pertaining to the product which they are bidding,
the manner of shipment and the delivery
time expected.
Bidders shall furnish product liability
insurance for not less than one million
dollars per structure.
The bridge design must meet or exceed
the Kentucky Department of Transportations specifications for bridge design.
Each bid shall be submitted on the suppliers form, signed in ink and sealed in an
envelope conspicuously marked "culvert
and bridge materials" and the name of the
bidder.
The right is reserved to reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof, and to make
awards in any manner deemed to be in the
best interest ofCalloway County,Kentucky.
020
Nigh*
20LB LP Gas Refills,
$5.95 w/ad. B&B Brokers,
701 S 12th St
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.
FREE Pregnancy Tests

Lifehouse. 753-0700.

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

9:00 A.M.

1000 A.M.
Did Package
900R
903R
904R
905R
909R

Bid Package
Drywall and Acoustical Wall Treatment
Acoustical Ceilings
Resilient flooring
Carpeting
Polymer Floor System

The information for Bidders, Form of Bid, Form of Contract, Plans,
Specifications, and Form and Bid Bond, Performance and Payment
Bond, and other contract documents may be examined at the
following:
Llyer_Cmanty iwhonl Boards Construction Manager
Centex Forcum Lansiom Inc,
350 Jere Ford Memorial Highway
j2yershurg_ Tennessee 3802i
F.W. Dodge Plan Room
West TN Plan Room
5865 Hyatt Ridemay parkway 124-D Devonshire Squerg
,Jackson, Tennessee 38305
Suite 101
Memphis_ Tennessee 38120

020
Hodes
1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, OT your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $760 in
1997.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753.4199
or nationwide
14100-455-4199
"our 35th year of service"

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
NEED a Summer Fund
Raiser for your favorite
sports team, Scout troop,
band or any other organization? Make some serious
funds!! It's so easy, you'll
want to do it year- round!
Send inquiries to: P.O.Box
1873, Murray, KY 42071
(Please include name and
phone number).
TO all sheN diggers, divers,
brailers, toe diggers, etc
there will be a meeting held
Sunday June 1st at 2pm at
the Benton City Park, Benton, KY. In the parking lot
beside the Community
Center.

Wynn's Nursery
Sala On All
Bedding Plants
4 pit -.890
Roses & Shrubs
Hanging Baskets
$6.00/up
11/2

mins from Staniar*

901-782-3508

Electronic
Repair
1 day service on car
stereos Call Barry for
details

753-5865
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Want
To Buy

Lawn
Garden

WANTED: Full time salesperson, salary plus commission. Apply in person at
Mr. Mattress, 706 N 12th
(JC Penney shopping
center).

1 ACRE of land in the
Coldwater area for new
doublewide 489-2968
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used

KUf3OTA diesel tractor with
5' Kubota finish mower,
$5,200 Ford garden tractor
with 48" deck, like new,

070
Domestic
11 Childcare
CLEANING is my business
Home or office Call Linda
759-9553
EXPERIENCED cleaning
lady desires housecleaning
position. 489-2443, after
4pm.
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340.
HOUSE & office cleaning.
Fast, efficient & reasonable.
Phone
(502)753-6199.
LIMITED full time and part
time child care available at
Play Academy. Licensed
centered with small group
sizes, two infant/ toddler
classes and multi-age preschool We take dropins.
Visit at 115 So 13th St or
call Tonya at 762-0090
ROOM To Grow Preschool,
a reputable, prestigious
center with certified
teacher; low teacher/ child
ratios; -openings available
for one to three year olds
Enroll your child today! Call
753-6578 to learn more about this innovative child development center.
WILL clean houses. References. Reasonable rates.
437-4064.

rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

STANDING TIMBER- any
species, large or small
tracts 502-753-2533

Business
OPPortinnY

Help
Wanted

ALASKA Employment!
Earn up to $30,000 fishing
three month salmon season. Also, construction,
canneries, oil fields and
more. Call 8am-9pm est.
(504)429-9223. M -F,
Ext.3374S21.
AVON sales. $8-$18/hr. No
door to door Easy
methods! Quick Cash!'Bonuses' 1-800-827-4640
ind/sIs/rep.
C H U R C,H
RECEPTIONIST/
SECRETARY- 17.5 hours
per
week
(8:30am-12:00noon), prepare weekly newsletter/
bulletin, assist with routine
office duties, must have
word processing experience. Send resume with
references to: PO Box
1040-F, Murray, KY 42071
by June 1st.
CUSTOMER Service Assistant. Excellent phone
skills, consumer complaint
experience preferred.
Apply in person, Mid
America Homes, 641 By
Pass, Benton, KY. Equal
Opportunity Employer
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in custom finish & framing.
436-2766.
EXPERIENCED cook
needed for afternoon shift
Apply in person at
Granny's, 1006 Chestnut
FULLTIME/ IMMEDIATE
OPENING- Machine
Operator/ Production
Worker- driving & lifting
required- mechanical aptitude and willingness to
work hard a MUST- Apply
in Person, Automated Direct Mail, 312 Main Street,
Murray, KY

14FT Stock trailer, $600
Gem top topper for Chevy
swb, 1988-1997
435-4417

WANTED. A medical transcriptionist for a busy doctor's office. Experience preferred. Please send resume to P.O.Box 1040K,
Murray, KY 42071.
WILL train Call West Ky
Lawn Care 753-9048

d

'
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sizes in stock, motorcycle
tires available. Over 800
used tires. University Tire&

Auto, 1406 Main St, Murray. 753-4994.
200 AMP meter pole(crisso

133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi-Media Corporate 4PC bedroom furniture,
Computer 16BM/1.6GB $175. 753-5859.
w/1 FREE training- FREE KENMORE extra capacity
software. Only $1499 00. washer/ dryer, white, 1yr
753-7001.
old, $700 Black Fouton
w/mattress, perfect condiPENTIUM
200 MHz INTEL
Multi Media Home Computer 32MB/2 1GB w/15" M
Tons of FREE softwareFREE training Only
$1999 00 Hawkins Research 753-7001

tion, $200. Weight bench
w/40Ibs of weights, $50.
Black/ white desk and
chair, new $100. Black/
gray large rug, almost new
759-5834

6.99 PER megabyte for
standard 72 pin MEMORY.
FREE installation required.

VERY nice sofa & recliner
Country blue, $150
753-3283
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150
Lawn &
Garden

LIVE INTERNET training
with FREE manual, 6-9PM THE Cottage Garden old
Monday's $49 prepaid fashion perennials, annuOther subjects available als, herbs & bullbs. Also
Hawkins Res•arch dean out flower beds, divide perennials, transplant
753-7001
& prune shrubs, trees
SUMMER Comput•r Good references
Camp for Kids ages 6-14 436-6083. Laura Walker
1 week long, 8-12AM or
1-5PM,$149 Call Hawkins USED push mowers for
Research today and regis- sale & small engine repair
753-0260.
ter. 753-7001

70.:

Mrs. Ann

.1
, •
Advisor
ii,"
&
Reader
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•I give advice on Business, Marnage and Love Affairs
*Bring Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be

Ili

Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to to p.m. Daily & Sunday
For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

jiniitht'

CARPET & FLOOR COVERINGIT<
Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet! Without proper
installation, your carpet or other floor covering will not look as
beautiful and certanly will not last as bng
We HO air 1st qualify cal*. vinyt Ns and hardwood.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jimn Knight
30 Years Experience Tan 'ratio Rd
Jay Knight
Knight's
Mitch Knight
Hwy. 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

Murray

753-7728

HUD, 5,

HALEY'S
UglyPuck
LTA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Looking for a unique
Father's Day Gift?
Make Dad a hero!
He'll never forget
birthdays, anniversaries or
special occasions with the

National Reminder Service
Only $39 for Lifetime
Membership
call

753.0175 to order

/ ALPINE
•)ockrordrosciab

clarion
•C A Ili A.ILI1 O=S I C3,

T(
Cirss
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
7S3-:113

Dixieland Center

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
dt

25 yrs. In Business
tabv.J'

s

s

Formal Wear and Limousine —II"

TUXEDOS - '97 NEW 97 STYLES
400 styles to select from

FREE
'97 Charms

••••

t. *A .

141811-367-6757

(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713

304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

••
• • -

—I

4 WHEELER- ATV tires, 15

„

•"••;7•—••7..,
• •
ir 4
.
• • .11A• •*.

--I

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

binet, solid Pecan wood,
66"wide x 81"tall, $550
cash. 759-1600 days/ Mike,
436-2983 eves.

Located 8 Inches east of
Papa John's Pizza. 1304
Chestnut 753-7001.

2BR trailer for sale
753-9866

Classifieds
Office Open

k

Computers

1995 16X80 3br, 2 bath
electric wiheatpump
underpinned, deck Move
or rent private acreage
where located on Charley
Miller Road Well & septic

SOLD

$200. 474-8704 after 5pm.

120

1991 14X80 3BR, 2 bath
oft Hwy 121 Call 345-2456

tion, $295 Prices are firm!
Cash only. No trades.
tank 759-1966
753-9473

Articles
For Sale

k

POSITION open for part
time secretary (25 hours
per week). Requires good
typing, computer and communication skills. Send resume, including references
to: P.O.Box 1040Y, Murray,
KY 42071.
ROOM To Grow Preschool
now hiring full time teaching
assistant. Immediate opening_ Call for interview.
759-0987.
THE United States Department of Agriculture will be
hiring temporay summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fire and
Dark Air-Cured tobacco
crops in the field. Applications may be secured at the
FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road South. Applicants
must be 18 years of age or
17 years of age if a high
school graduate. EEO.

Jacuzzi and limousine On
beautiful KY Lake
1-888-367 6757 or
753-1300 free info Mr J s
Formal Wear & Limousine

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns hunting
supplies

150

1

060

$2,600 753-7443

GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
WANTED - Riding mowers 436-5650.
that need work. 436-2867.

pole) complete with weatherhead and guide wire,

100

WEDDING PACKAGE Af
fordable, romantic, elegant
Planned just for you Includes little chapel ordained minister, music,
flowers, bridal gown, m o-h
dress, tuxedos. videos &
photos Honeymoon suite,

OLD RECORDS: 78 RPM
records especially on
labels such as, Paramont,
Vocalion, Champion, COLT 45ACP, GovernOkeh, Supertone, Silver- ment model, '70 Series,
tone, Perfect, ORS, Con- nickel finish, unfired, $506.
queror, Superior, Herwin, S&W model 29, 44 magJennett, Broadway, Bruns- num, 44n, unfired, $395.
wick, Crown, Many others Mauser model HSc, .32
Also outside horn, photo- semi auto, blue finish, walgraphs & 1950's 45 RPM nut grips, with extra magazine, capacity 8, mint condirecords. (901)753-4144

6 DRAWER electric 40gal
HOW would you like to pay water heater, NIG wire welearly?
The
off bills or retire
der, vinyl sofa, Coleman
potential is within you & camp stove, weight bench,
your already doing half the medal shelving for shed.
work. For more info send Leave message, 492-6126.
name, phone & address to
Smitn & Assoc., PO Box AIR Fresheners for your
home, only $5.50 per tour
1345, Paris, TN 38242
(4) weeks service_ 29 fraLOCAL inventor needing grances available. Call
investor to launch new pro- (502)753-9094.
duct. 436-2482 nights.
BOOKS $6 dozen, puzzles
NEW business opportunity '4 price! 5-nes, Sega, cd's,
for independent represen- tapes, movies. Buy 3 get 1
tatives. Part-time or full- free! Booktrader, opposite
060
time. Outstanding compen- Penney's, Mayfield.
Help
sation plan. Excellent train- 251-3233.
Wanted
ing & close support as you
start & operate your busi- DRYWALL tools for sale.
FULL time position for RN ness with this national com- Complete set Call
or LPN at Primary Care pany, now in its formative 753-2627
Medical Center. Send re- stages. Call John W. King,
GOLF cart, gas, sunroof &
sume to: P.O.Box 1040 P, 5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - 1 34 8
or windshield.
Also Honda
Murray, KY 42071.
1-800-800-0742.
Spree Moped, like new
FULL time position availCall 753-5738.
110
able for car sales person.
for glass fusing or
KILN
Experience required
pottery/ ceramics work,
Instruction
Please send resumes to:
brand new. Best offer.
Premier Motors, 537 Bre753-0013.
wers Hwy, Hardin, KY
42048
4atiz
MOWERS 753-8292
.
HEAVY equipmant & diesel
/ SEE us for your barn or roof
mechanic. Benefits + pay cirlancE c...S.tudio4
metal. Cut to length. Covbased on experience. Pick
Gymnastic
t
ers 36 inches, many colors
4th
up application at. 719 S
Economy Metal & Supply
&
St
Co. 489-2722.
Cheerleading
KITCHEN help wanted
The Dinner Bell, 13444 US
Camp
tsc
68E, Benton, KY 42025
Begins June 2 /
502-354-6521
Appliances
maintenance.
PART time
Call: 753-0605
25CU ft Kenmore side by
Must have good manners,
side refrig., almond, ice
NEW: 3-Week
be polite, and work well with
maker thru door water/ ice,
people. Lawn skills reBALLET
excellent condition, serious
quired Starting pay $6/hr.
Intensive
A inquires only please. Call
Apply at Hilldale Apart- ret
753-5584.
ments office, 7-3 Mon-Fn.
Workshop
EOE. 437-4113
Oh For serious students
PIONEER Mart, S 4th St & lk Age 8 and up id
Lynn Grove, part time help iw
needed. Apply in person. lellitZ,IP4NAL
,
Pli
2PC Thomasville china ca-

"
."•••••••••••i•r••• v •-•

#

180

140

Help
Wanted

Copies may be obtained of at the office Centex Forcum Lannom,Inc.
located at 350 Jere Ford Memorial Highway, Dyersburg, Tennessee
upon payment of $50.00 for each set (non-refundable).
The Owner reserves the right to waive any informality or to reject any
or all bids.
Each bidder must be a Licensed Contractor in the State of Tennessee
for performing the type of work described
Each bidder must deposit with his bid, security in the amount,form
and subject to the conditions provided in the Information for Bidders.
No bidder may withdraw this bid within Sixty (60) days after the
actual date of the opening there of.
(Date)

Hey SO North,

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Carpentry and Misc. Specialties
Glass & Glazing

600R
800R
Bid Group D

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept sealed bids to purchase the followinr.
Rip Rap, Dense Grade, #9 Rock, #3 Rock,
#610 Rock, RS2, AE-200 and Primer, 16
Gauge pipes in the following sizes:12,15,18,
24,30,36,42,48 inch and 14 Gauge pipes in
60 and 72 inch sizes,89 Octane Gas, and off
road high sulfur diesel,6/8" x 6" x 6' Grader
Blades, 10.00-20 Truck Tires, 13.00-24 and
14.00-24 grader tires. Materials furnished
must be according to Kentucky State Highway specifications. Bids will be accepted
until 1:30 p.m. on June 12, 1997. The
Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the
right to accept the lowest and best bid or to
reject any and all bids, to waive technicalities, or to re-advertise.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

27n

In0

1981 1470 MADISON mo
bile home 2Br with 2 full
baths Completely turn
ished including all Kenmore
appliances and Kenmore
washer arid dryer Also in
cluded are outside storage
shed porch central electric
unit and underpinning
Must be moved $7000
firm Cail 753 2158 after 5
p m or anytime during
weekend

2BR Duplex in Northwood
S400/mo 759-4406

290
Mobile
Homes For Rent

28R al electric $350/mo
plus (1epost 5 miles South
at
Murray on 641S
492 8488

28R duplex appliances,
fenced backyard, $415imo
deposit Available 5/9
492-8393
2BR duplex, 1 bath
Kitchen with range, refrigerator, dishwasher Also
has washer & dryer Nice
area Available June 1st
$450/mo. $500 security de
posit 753-9240
2BR, near MSU Ap
pliances furnished Avail
able now Coleman RE
753-9898
2 or 3BR duplex & a house
for rent $350 mo Call
753-3415

28R tn Hazel $240.mo
cep..)s,t required
4,:12 6151
nice appliances &
furnished Coleman
-53 9898

3R

No pets ReferCall

cs
.)566
•

on' acre of land near
$3.25 mo plus depo- • 436 2406

Mobilo
Home Lots For Rent
oi tuiivn city water
ewer homes only Restrt ns 759 9404 after
4

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40irno 759-4081

Ii

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartments Mur-Cal Apartrnents. 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Housing
Equal
Opportunity

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
753-2905 or
able
753 7536

AKC Golden Retriever puppies. $75-$150 Cal
247-8059.after 5pm
weekdays
AKC Siberian Husky, shots
& wormed 8wks old, $125
502-345-2035
BEAUTIFUL big AKC
Longhair German Shepherd puppies, grey, parents German, mest see,
$200 753-9270
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

AVAILABLE June 1st Nice
2br duplexes, appliances
no
furnished, central
pets 435-4294
BRAND iiew 2br. 2 bath
duplex, garage, stove, refrigerator, wid, deck
Lease No pets 1706 Oakhill Dr $600 mo 753-7457

Alexande
DAVID
Horseshoeing 15yrs experience in taking care of all
your horses hoof needs
Cold & corrective shoeing
489-6106

CABIN for rent, lake front
with boat dock. Cypress
area Day $45. week $300,
month $600 436-5099
EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
central ha, w d hookup,
deck privated backyard
No pets, lease & deposit
1702 Oakhill 753-0814

FOR SALE 10. Wooded
acres 5 minutes from Ken
tucky Lake Mature trees,
private road, apprx 12 miles
east of Murray, $40,000
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- neg Call 474-8704 after
land Westly Village, lbr 5pm or leave message
apartment, utilities inHALEY Appraisals Bob
cluded, rent based on inHaley, state certified
come 62 & older, or handi759-4218
Equal
cap & disabled
Housing Opportunity
KOPPERUD Realty has
502 354 8888
buyers waiting to purchase
price ranges If
3r retail spaces
•
LARGE 2br, appliances homes-all
od-de ,n. downtown furnished 631 North 4th St you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteC 2. ntact Tony at $375 mo 759 4696
ous and professional
NEAR University Available agents at 753-1222 or stop
garge 753-4509
June 1 Extra large, 2br by office at 711 Main St
E space for rent Call apartment. Large living
room, kitchen- dinette
34
combo Loads of closet
space, luxury carpet,
range refrigerator, disNeon Beach
10+ Wooded
poser, dishwasher. FOR SALE
Mini-Storage
minutes from Kenwasher/ dryer hookup, acres, 5
tucky Lake Mature trees,
New Buildings
$350 deposit, $350/mo. private road, apprx 12 miles
A:' S,zes Avadable
753-4560. M-F. 9-5
east of Murray, $40,000
753-3853
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or neg Call 474-8704 after
3-4br house wnvasher & 5pm or leave message
dryer, furnished, near
:E space for lease
&IQ
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
104 N 5th St
•
Lots
St 753 1252 before 5pm,
53 5302 or 753-9621
For Sale
753-0606 after 5pm
off,ce space
NICE 1br 641 S Utilities 1 59 CORNER acre lot in
-` 459 Cr 753•6612
Lynnwood Estates SubdiviNo pets
furnished
sion 753-7086
492-8634
300

Business
Rentals

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available
753-5585

For Lease
Retail Space
Available
Immediately.
2(XX) sq ft in
Bel Air Center

Call 753-4751
Apartments
For Rent
' 2R1 a;)- artments Stove
'Ohge,ator washer dryer
...wr.er. water, trash
& lawn care pro,. ,Jeri r":armIngton Square
at $315 mo plus deNo pets 762 4483 or
'45 -48 after 4pm

FURNISHED room for rent
in lovely country home with
swimming pool Kitchen privileges $350/mo Call
345-2605 after 12 noon

1BR lake house, screened
porch appliances furn
ished, 1460 Poplar Spring
Dr $325-mo 759-4696

to university &
S;me util,ties
:-;,..-isorable price
iirge duplex,
furnished 1628
B $275mo
•

3000S0 ft house in Gatesborough 3BR. 27, bath Ir,
formal dr, tam rm eat in
kitchen Available June 1
No pets deposit & lease
required Call 753-8251 atter 5 or 753 6412-004 or
704 253-0827 after 4pm

on appliances turnCoernan RE
A,

& appliances
& deNo pets
753-3949 or

acts near down
.••• V_.r•ay 753 4109
furnished effi
-ear MSU Partical
;hod Coleman
bedroom apartable. Come an
tiy
'Carpeting
,- x,et space •
'Or gerator •Cen..i. & air •Laundry
s,te • Playground
cap accessible •E
..5 -3us,ng Opportunity
hoirs M-F 7 30am
3Gpm Call 437-4113 or
800 545 1833 Ext

2BR with gas heat $295
plus deposit 753-9826

3BR. 1,, bath central gas
heat & air, city water •/. mi
from city limits on 641
North $475/mo. deposit &
references 753 3533
38R 1 bath house gas
heat 1622 Farmer /Violable June 1st $495 mo
with deposit No pets Call
762 4483 8am 4 30pm,
345-2748 after 5pm
3BR. 2 bath single home
Walking distance from
MSU Large yard $600 per
month Call 901 642-0784
3BR 2 bath
753 8292

$350/mo

4BR 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Central hia Available now Coleman RE 753-9898

a 3BR appliances furn28k 1 bath vecarport. ap- ished, 6139 St Rt 121
phances furnished, w;c1 North $450/mo 759-4696
hookup $475mo 1 Year
3br, 1 bath home in
lease 1 month deposit No LARGE
Murray, wid hook-up, gar753-2905 or
pets
age No pets $350/mo
753 7536
$350 deposit 759-1519
28R Duplex appliances
central heat & air, yard
360
$ 4 50
maintained
For Rent
753-8096
Or Lease
28R Duplex, carport, ap
pliances, lease, no pets.
$450,mo 1817 Ridgewood
Dr 753 7457

8 ACRES in Lynn Grove
623 6695

5000S0 ft building for rent
on Industrial Road Call
753 5976. after 5 call
436 5862

1300 SO ft, 2br, 1 bath,
central h/a, 1 car garage
recently remodeled 502
Olive $52,900 759-4960
1625 CATALINA, 3tx on
corner lot wifenced backyard, new roof, central gas
h/a, stove, microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher
Priced at $72,000
759-1594
2BR, 1 bath A-frame, central hia, close to lake
132,500 436-5040
2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761
3BR, 2 bath brick 5 miles
W of Murray, $54,900
489 2449
4BR 1/, baths, 1200sq ft
home in town Make offer in
$50s Call 753-0443
4BR 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably priced
492-6200 or
753-7688
BUY or rent 901 Fairlane,
brick ranch, 3br, 2 bath
wappliances Central gas
heat & ac, fireplace, thermal pane windows, new
Timberline roof, new paint
& carpeting Large 2 car
attached garage, corner lot
wiconcrete driveway, perennial landscaping in a
lovely neighborhood Outside storage building,
$96,000 or rent $650.
489-2741
BY Owner house & approx
37 acres Call 753-1126,
after 5pm
BY Owner near completion, 3br. 3 bath, 2 story
brick home with large garage, large bonus room on
wooded lot 2300sq ft living
area, approx 5 miles west
of town on Thurman Rd
435-4242

530

Used
Cars

Seirkes
Offered

Services
Offered

BY Owner On quiet, convenient Loch Lomond Dr,
2100sq ft living area,
3081sq ft under roof, custom built mid 60's by well
known local builder, excellent condition Brick & vinyl
exterior Formal dining
room & loving room, 18'X24'
family room, 3br including
174 .X18' master suite with
vaulted ceiling, skylight,
garden tub, walk-in closet
with sliding glass door onto
patio to beautiful
20.X40•X9' inground pool
2% baths, hardwood & car
pet, all appliances, central
a/c with gas heat & water,
office/ exercise room,
24'X30' detached garage
completely finished with
floor drain, fenced in backyard with separate fenced
dog pen & run. Shown by
appointment. Financing optons available $119,000.
753-4325.

1984 OLDSMOBILE LS,
garage kept, extra clean, 1
owner, low mileage Must
see to appreciate, $4200
Call afternoon or evening
753-6931

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

DIRT, sand & gravel Roy
Steele Trucking Call
753-6879, after 5pm

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
ing, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work. bushhogging
lots Gerald Carroll,
492-6159

BY owner. 2117 Brookhaven Dr offers 3br. 2 bath
home, den with wet bar,
study, new central gas Iva
in 1996. Call 753-9512.

1992 EAGLE Talon TSI,
red, loaded, 5sp, new tees,
76,XXX $9,950 Call
753-3873

ESTATE Sale. 3br, 1 bath,
in town, garage, central hla
with separate 1br rental
unit, $63,900 759-9932.
GATES BOROUGH
Estates- 3500sq ft home on
half acre plus lot. 3 large
bedrooms. 2Y1 bath,
kitchen/ breakfast nook
combination, white on
white appliances. Formal
dinning room, laundry room
with storage cabinets and
laundry sink, custom made
cabinetry throughout, walkin closets, master bathdouble sinks & marble jacuzzi tub, large patio &
great yard. Call for appointment! 753-6978.
LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
story brick home. Let your
kids walk to school. Close
to Murray Middle School &
Hospital. Newly remodeled
kitchen & cabinets, new
carpet, central gas & air,
large backyard. Excellent
home for young couple. Offered at $69,500
753-3445.
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
baths. Open toyer, columns, tile floors, etc, etc.
City subdivision Ready to
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040.
NEW 3br, 2 bath with attached garage. 3/ mile
north of city Fully equipped
kitchen. $78,000
759-4567, 436-5362,
436-5437

1989 NISSAN Pulsar NX,
one owner, good condition
Call 753-7856 after 6pm
1990 DODGE Spirit. 4dr ,
pw/pl, AM/FM cassette,
95,xxx, low miles on new
transmission Very good
$3200
condition
474-2761
1990 PLYMOUTH Laser,
$2,000 obo 753-4275

vate wooded lot Sherwood
Forrest, 2600 sq ft
$167,500 753-6098

1991 CAMRY DX, 80,xxx
miles, average retail
$6950, selling price $6750
753-6098

ALL around hauling, Junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds, tree work
436-2867

1991 DODGE Shadow, 1
owner, 54,XXX miles, 2dr,
air, 5sp $4,500 obo
753-3970, after 5pm

1992 LINCOLN Town car,
by owner 753-7419
1993 MAZDA, black, 4dr,
64,XXX actual miles,
$7,500 Excellent condition 753-3004, after 3pm

Utility
Vehicle*

1995 TOYOTA Land
cruiser Every available option very low miles, excellent condition $37,500
Call 759-1259

1968 327/300 VETTE motor, approx 1,5XX miles on
rebuild $350 1979 Chevy
Blazer 4X4, white, a/c. pis
Runs strong $2,500
753-7363, leave message

AFFORDABLE homes built
on your lot, starting at $35
sq ft_ Free consultation &
estimates S&K Construction 7530-7091
AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud oh
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding. porches, decks,
fencing. concrete & masonry And home repairs.
Free estimates. 767-9118
Elite Building.

A&H Roofing licensed &
LIKE new 1994 Buick Cen- insured All work guarantury, 4dr, light blue, 28 xxx teed (502)924-0616.
miles Still under warranty, (502)522-6255
$8995 437-3044
ALCOA vinyl siding & re1994 TAURUS GL, $8900 placement windows. DisCall 437-4205
count prices Free estiSiding & Win1995 FORD Taurus, Forest mates. Armor
or
1-800-957-3404
Co
dow
miles,
Green, 28xxx
loaded, $12,500. Call 901-644-1555
759-5783
1996 CAMRY, warranty,
26,XXX miles 759-3202
1996 CHEVY truck ext
cab, white, loaded, automatic, low mileage, extra
clean Call 759-8061 or
753-0987, leave message
gqç

1987 FORD Aerostar, a/c,
6 cyl , bluetsilver. $3200
753-2486
500
Used
Trucks
1986 FORD Ranger, extended cab, 4X4, 3m lift
New shocks, wheels &
Many extras
tires
753-3309
1987 DODGE Ram
Loaded, extra clean
753-9887

Campers
1972 CAMPER, 194
$2,100. 436-2237.

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ALL types home repair
and maintarience Morris
Property Management
759-4599
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Vans

ft.

NEW Dryvit home 3br, 24
1974 Prowler, 23ft, self
baths By appointment contained, $3,300 Call
Only
759-9950 am,
753-8306, after 5pm
759-1828 pm. 762-0009
22FT Holiday, dual axle,
Pm
sleeps 6 436-2873
NEW on the market. Well
3br,
2 bath
maintained,
520
brick home with vinyl trim
Boats
Detached 24x24 garage
& Motors
with vinyl siding Spacious,
fenced backyard with 21ft 16FT Alumacraft boat
above ground pool and ad- 9d3 hp Johnson motor &
joining deck Modern ap- trailer Runs great, $825
pliances in kitchen Resi- cash 759-1600 days/ Mike,
dential area close to town
436-2983 eves
Call for an appointment
1969 OUTBOARD with
753-7836
20hp Evinrude, trolling moNICE 3br home on extra big tor & trailer. 436-2102, ask
lot Great location to Murray for Ben
Middle School & hospital
1978 25FT Bayliner cabin
Priced high $50's Call
cruiser, $7500 759-9086
753-1623
or 753-0115
OWNER will finance with
1984 ARIES 17tt bass boat.
20% down, 14 baths, 3br,
115hp Johnson, very good
home on 2'/. acre with barn
condition, $3500
& large shop Semi- country 901-247-5776
living, $75.000 Call
1985 21FT Celebrity ski
382-2534
boat with inboard Mercruiser engine. Excellent
4170
condition, low hours. Includes trailer $6,500. Call
Motorcycles
Bill 753-1222 days,
753-6620 evenings.
1987 KAWASAKI ZX 600
black, very nice $1500 or 1988 MERCURY Classic
50 outboard motor, power
best offer 502-474-8188
T&T 436-2751
HONDA 1500 Aspencade,
1989, 24FT "JC" Pontoon
low mileage, w/2 helmets
wi5Ohp Evinrude, $2800
Reduced, $7300
Call 901-232-8365
753-3672

liRport

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
Appliance Repair Service
Professional- Dependable
502-767-9552
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations.
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service small
jobs, driveways, box blade
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492-8584
BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens, bushogging
and blade work Phone
435-4465
BUSHOGGING, garden &
lawns rototilled Haul sand
stone & gravel Light blade
work Jonesy 437-4030
CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Es
timates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20 yrs experience
753-5592
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling fencing decking, plumbing & electrical
489-2832
COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulft s Recovery, Murray 436-5560

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24ft Horace Sholar
pontoon boat with 1989 CUSTOM Interior & ExterMariner 135hp motor Call ior Of Paris we do all types
753-9950 AM, 759-1828 of remodeling, additions.
PM
floor damage. decks, metal
buildings, painting, electri1994 STRATOS 201 Pro
cal and plumbing Call
Excel, 225 Evinrude, ex- 642-2979 Free estimates'
tended deck, ext warranty
Lots of extras 436-5682,
after 6pm
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl sid1995 DAYTONA Tigering, homes, mobile homes,
shark, 1994 Montego
boats, brick driveways,
Trgershark, 1995 Double
parking lots, all exterior
trailer Call 759-9950
cleaning, acid cleaning
1996 BASS Tracker Pro available. David Borders,
Team 17, lift, 40hp Mar- Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
iner, many extras
Cellular 502-853-1108.
767-0734
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NUJ CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
762-0001
Cell. *519-1592
CALL ANYTIME

PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE

HANDYMAN Company
We do it all' Roofing &
siding specials 474-8621
HANDYWORK odd Jobs
wanted No Job too small
Just give us a call,
753-2388
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

Carlle Staples
753-7083
Seeding
Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching
Edging

Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Retaining Walls

HOP'S Plumbing Repair
Home phone 437-4824
Shop 437-4189
JOHN'S Lawn Care Low
rates Call 474-8188
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding
free estimates 436-2269
LAWNS mowed Riding or
push mowing 753-4692 or
753-7771
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates
753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358
MARC'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING. SHREDDED
MULCH, BOX BLADING,
TILLING.
ROTOR
753-6226, 753-4168.
McDANIEL Construction
Specializes in custom
home construction, planning, design modification,
general construction, and
light excavation Over 15
years experience_ Full insured. Free estimates
(502)436-2766

Spring Construction SpeciaLl!
$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
available.
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HERNDON'S HEATING & COOLING
Heating & Air Conditioning • Gas Piping •
New Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray .1 Calloway Co.
Fully Licensed .1 Insured • 14 Years Experience

Arcoaire
Joel Herndon

KY Lac. iliM03569
KY

LAC.

*100123

498-8980

Darren Parker
KY 1.1C. 1J02981

4125 WU Creek Reed
Crossland

MIDWAY Fence Co.
Chain link & vinyl fence at
reasonable prices.
759-1519.
MOODY'S Mower Repair.
Pickup and delivery.
753-5668
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Local and Out of
State Moving. 767-9630.
MULCH delivered, Murray
436 5560
PAINTING Interior- exterior Free estimates Home
repair 436-5032
PAINTING: "THE PERFINISH"
FECT
Residential/ commercial,
interior/ exterior. Prompt,
professional, curtious service Free estimates. Call
753-0013 or 753-6424
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

JACKSON
PURCHASE
TITLE
COMPANY, INC.
304 Maple Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-1737 • Fax (502) 759-4625
nburiru, Deeds, Lose Closets, PorckaselSole Aireeroenu, Esc
Coil for 'All" of Your Real Estate Needs
Reasonable Rates • Free bilis! Consultation

ROOFING- New roofs,
tearoffs, reroofs Free estimates 437-4718.

RICKY A. LA MKIN, Owner
Attorney At Law

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval' Gutter Co.
753-6433
PS

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690
VINYL Replacement
Windows- special this
month Call for free estimate Morris Property Management 759-4599
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates_ Visa/MC accepted.
753-0530

A

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
40G

5,40 ah8ind Bunny Bread/
RAY(
SUNBURY - 1.4U7R53

•••11101.1114k•
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WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592_

4111.1.6.1i
.

WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.

Real Estate Auction
Notice To All Wise Investors

Thursday, May 29, 1997 • 5 p.m.
Dexter Community - at the corner of
Roosevelt & Lane Streets. 1/2 mile east of US
Hwy. 641 S.

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

.•

- rt,'•
A

EXPERIENCED GARDENER Will maintain established landscapes on
year round basis Known
throughout the area for extensive Horticultural knowledge 753-7655

A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

1988 CHEVY Silverado
NEW 3br, 2 bath house, C1500 SWB, stepside,
tray ceilings, walk-in closet, loaded, 70xxx miles.
french doors & deck, extra 436-2794 or 742-3596
nice Call Lee Starks Con(pager).
WOODED lot for sale off of struction, day 492-8238,
night 759-5475.
1990 NISSAN Kingcab
Dogwood facing Glendale
4X4, SE, V-6, 5 speed
753-6453
NEW 4br, 2 5 bath home.
loaded! Must sell! $7,950.
hardwood flooring through- 759-4732
out, vaulted ceilings, quality
1992 GMC 1500 ext cab,
craftsmanship throughout
For private showing. 4wd, 100,XXX + miles,
753-9950am, 759-1828pm loaded $14,500 Call
10 ACRES & 21 acres, •/,
436-2165
mile west of Murray, w' or 762-0009pm
restrictions 753-9887
510
NEW 5Br, 24 baths, pri-

ROOM for rent Available
May 26th 753-7115

2BR central gas h'a $450
plus deposit 753-5592

•

.,

NICE 2br apt 921 N 16th
St $275 mo plus deposit
Call 436-5416

530
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Homes
Fee Sale

Apartments
For Rent

,
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Mobil*
Homes For Sale
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This3bedroom brick homefeatures a large deck &
patio — ideally located on a corner lot. This
property will be offered regardless of price.
No Minimums & No Reservations
The Ford's are offering this property to the
highest bidder - don't miss this opportunity to buy
real estate at auction.
Terms: 20% down day of sale - balance at closing
within 30 days.

CAN
'IC
'fOU I

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI and Richard Farris - Auctioneers
P.O. Box 149

Max R. Dodd - Broker
Hazel, KY

(502)492-8798

Nee responsible for accidents Announcements day °reale take precedence veer all
printed materiel
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Ten years ago
The National Scouting Museum at Murray State University
will have a bit of a new look
when it opens its doors on June 1
for its 14-week summer visitation
season.
M.C. Garrott writes about Dr.
Salvatore M. (Sal) Matarazzo,
who will retire June 20 after 20
years on the Murray State University campus, in his column,
"Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Adams,
May 11; a girl to Denise and
Dale Futrell, a girl to Eunice and
Jeffrey Harrison, a boy to Karen
and Barry Cooley, and a girl to
Tracey and Keith Abell, May 18;
a girl to Katherine and Thomas
Howard, a boy to Misty and
James Walker, and a boy to Anita
and Bobby McKinney, May 20.
Twenty years ago
West Kentucky Exposition
Center was dedicated May 21
with Dr. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State University,
as speaker.
Calloway County High School
graduated 185 seniors on May 23
in ceremonies at the high school.
Supt. Jack Rose was speaker.
Marcy Dawn Marine was
crowned Kentucky Little Miss
1977 at a pageant at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Runners-up were Jennifer Ann
Peyton, Candice Rachelle Howard, Paula Michele Bowen, and
Cammy Dawn Gregory.
Murray Fire Chief Jackie
Cooper talked about "Smoke De-

tectors" at a meeting of Murray
Lions Club.
Thirty years ago
James Hornbuckle, James
Pridemore and Paul Henry were
named as members of Murray
Fire Department by the Murray
City Council.
Property on the southwest corner of North 14th Street and
Olive Boulevard has been optioned to be purchased for a
Christian Student Center.
Airman Gary L. Covey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Vern E. Covey, will
take a special technical training
course at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas. He is a 1954 graduate of College High School.
Judith Jackson, worthy matron,
and Charles Jackson, worthy patron, presided at a meeting of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Forty years ago
National Hospital Week was
observed by Murray Hospital
during the third week of May.
This marks 10 years of service by
Murray Hospital to the community. The first meeting of the
Board of Directors was held May
15, 1947, at which time interested
citizens of the community began
to operate the old William Mason
Memorial Hospital as a nonprofit
community hospital.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Walker, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Roberts, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Darnall.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 27, the 147th day of 1997. There are 218
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Sixty years ago, on May 27, 1937, the newly completed Golden
Gate Bridge connecting San Francisco and Mann County, Calif., was
opened to the public.
On this date:
In 1647, the first recorded American execution of a "witch" took
place in Massachusetts.
In 1896, 255 people were killed when a tornado struck St. Louis,
Mo., and East St. Louis, Ill.
In 1933, Walt Disney's Academy Award-winning animated short
"The Three Little Pigs" was released.
In 1935, the Supreme Court struck down the National Industrial Recovery Act.
In 1936, the Cunard liner Queen Mary left England on its maiden
voyage.
In 1941, amid rising world tensions, President Roosevelt proclaimed an "unlimited national emergency."
In 1941, the German battleship Bismarck sank off France, with a
loss of 2,300 lives.
In 1964, independent India's first prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru,
died.
In 1977, New York City fined "human fly" George H. Willig
$1.10 — one penny for each of the 110 stories of the World Trade
Center he scaled the day before.
In 1985, in a brief ceremony in Beijing, representatives of Britain
and China exchanged instruments of ratification on the pact returning
Hong Kong to the Chinese in 1997.
Ten years ago: The Rev. Jerry Falwell, responding to comments by
Jim Bakker, denied hoodwinking Bakker into giving up control of the
PTL ministry.
Five years ago: The 12-nation European Community imposed trade
sanctions on Serbia to stop its interference in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
One year ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin negotiated a ceasefire to the war in Chechnya in his first meeting with the rebels' leader.
Today's Birthdays: Novelist Herman Wouk is 82. Actor Christopher
Lee is 75. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is 74. Actress
Lee Meriwether is 62. Musician Ramsey Lewis is 62. Actor Louis
Gossett Jr. is 61. Country singer Don Williams is 58. Actor Bruce
Weitz is 54. Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., is 53. Singer Bruce
Cockburn is 52.

DAILY COMICS
BIRTHDAY,
AND WHEN I ASKED
HER WHAT SHE
WANTED, SHE
GoT MAD!

SHE SAID,
LET'S TRY TO
BE A LITTLE
MORE CREATIVE
THIS YEAR,
SHALL WE
WHAT 70ES
THAT MEAN?!

CORA,S

IT MEANS
WHEN YOU GO
SHOPPING •••
YOU TEND TO
GET IN A RUT!

I
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CATHY

riCOFFEE..
TAKE PEOPLE OUT FOR
LET THEM TALK
ABOUT THEIR LIVES 6ET
THEM BELIEVING THEY'RE
SPECIAL AND DIFFERENT...

I EVEN LET PEOPLE THINK.
rm CONFIDING IN THEM B4
TELLING THEM THIS IS WHAT
I DO WITH EVERYONE ELSE!
SOMETIMES IT EVEN BRINGS
A TEAR TO MY EVE!

42071
625
Est
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
CT'S WEIRD,ISNTIT,WEED.
FOR'3 MONTHS,WE- Live IN
DORMS AN'fiF-NTD Root43,
STUDk-iiNG SOMETIMES
L-DVING,60mETtmeS
HATING Ge-eicol_

FUT Its
ei0MatiOW.
1.-EAvtNa hordi -To GO
HOME. WEfka SUSPENDED
BETWeEN TWO REALITIES.

Tomorrow: Self-discipline.

CROSSWORDS
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1 Director of
"Sense and
Sensibility"
5 Turf
8 — Minor
12 'j—on Me''
13 Opp. of SSW
14 Out on a —
15 "Twister'
locale (abbr.)
16 — of action
18 Pen point
19 — garde
20 Spring flower
21 Former
music store
purchase
23 Baseballer
Cobb
24 — -may-care
(reckless)
26 Excessive
28 V.I.P.
29 Singer Grant
30 TV network
32 Onassis
namesakes
33 Nahoor
sheep
34 By itself
35 Aug. time
36 "Carlito's —"
I 2 3 4

Bread)

GARFIELD
OD1E 15 CHILLY,50 I'M GOING
TO HELP HIM POT ON SOCKS

MALLARD FILLMORE

er of
of US

60 I'm
Hirvl
To My
Wfi:;14.91>Ay
NiGHT
Stotz
sTopy,.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
SAN ECLAT COO
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ROYCE
ARR
DANANG EEL POT
GENE SA
HUGO
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TC AL I
FLY ES
ELECTORAL
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LEAR
NBC PEST
EL
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BALSAM
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I DA RAMON
NEE
DOS KW NE
ARE
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MOMS

56 Star of The
Rock"
57 "— — to
pieces"
58 Peggy —

5 Gastropod
mollusk
6 Burden
7 — Moines
8 Star of 36
Across
9 Transgress
10 Mimicable
11 Ms Lane
16 Baby's bed
17— May

DOWN
1 Ms Sommer
2 Rambles
3 Male
4 Newley ID
5

6

7

8

9

10

("Beverly
20 Currier and

11

14

13
12UUU

18UU

17
15
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deck &
,. This
price.

to the
to buy

37 Forced
onward
38 Mild
expletive
40 Two words of
agreement
41 D-G linkup
43 Author Wells
44 Summer
drinks
45 Brother of
Bobby Ewing
47 "Now I — me
down ..."
49 — Allan Poe
51 Casper's cry
52 Talking horse
(2 wds.)
54 Companion
of aah
55 Family
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iwn Care.
ng, fertilizaerating,
dscaping.
luling, tree
references.
imate call
message.
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CAN YOU BELIEVE
IT CHUCK? CAN
‘fOU BELIEVE IT?

BELIEVE
WHAT?

)

194-879S
nee war all

'
I VE NEVER BEEN YOU SHOULD
MARCIE WAS NAMEC'
'
0UT5TAND50
DEPRESSED HAVE BEEN I
IN6 STUDENT OF
YEAR'! I
°
IN ALL MY LIFE., AT VALLEY
THOUGHT I WAS 601N6 TO WIN
FORGE.4
•
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DEAR MS. DAVIS: I'm sure
that many of my readers who
will be traveling out of the
country in the coming months
will be grateful for this valuable
information. Travelers can
vacation with complete peace of
mind if they plan in advance for
possible emergencies by contacting the Office of Overseas
Citizens Services and their
insurance brokers before they
go. Thank you for the reminder.
,
DEAR ABBY: I am a gynecologist. Recently one of my patients
came to my office for a physical examination.
During the examination. I discovered a major blockage of the carotid artery in her neck. I convinced
her to go to a vascular surgeon. She
then had a successful surgery,
which prevented the likelihood of a
major stroke.
Before her surgery, someone on
the evaluation team asked, Who
found your neck lesion?"
She replied,"My gynecologist."
Someone else asked, "What in
the world was a gynecologist doing
up there?" Everyone, including my
patient, broke into laughter.
EUGENE R. ODOU, M.D.

South dealer.
When Eastshows out on the third
Neither side vulnerable.
round of diamonds, South leads a
NORTH
club and finesses the ten, losing to
4 874 2
the jack. Back comes a heart, ruffed
A3
by South, who sooner or later tries
•9 8 6 3
another club finesse,losing the queen
• A Q 10
to the king. So declarer ends up
Ilk
WEST
EAST
down one in an extremely unlucky
+ 53
+6
hand.
•K Q 10 2
IP J9 8 76 5
However, if South's play is ana•J 10 7 2
+54
lyzed more closely, we find he should
+632
K J87
have made the slam. He made one
SOUTH
slight error that proved costly: He
4AKQJ 109
should have ruffed dummy's three of
'4
hearts at trick two!
I DATED YOU
SHE'S
•AKQ
Had he done that,the slam would
TOO LONG,
ALREACN
+954
have been unbeatable. He would
IRVING. IT
HEARD
The bidding:
draw two rounds oftrumps and cash
ISN'T GOING
ALL MY
South West
North East
the A-K-Q of diamonds, as before,
TO WORK
"A"
ON ME.
Pass
2 NT Pass
but after he next played a club to
rnATERIAL! 2+*
Pass
3+
Pass
4+
dummy's ten,losing to thejack,East
4 NT
Pass
Pass
5 IP
would find himself in an untenable
5 NT
6
Pass
position. Whatever he returned,
Pass
6+
South would score the rest of the
*strong and artificial
tricks.
Opening lead — king of hearts.
Admittedly, one must look far
If you are a perfectionist, bridge ahead to realize the importance of
is the game for you. You can't let ruffing dummy's remaining heart at
your attention wander for even a trick two — but that's what bridge is
moment or the first thing you know, all about. A perfectionist starts worsomething dreadful may happen.
rying at trick one whether there's
Consider this deal where South any way of overcoming an unfavorwins the heart lead with the ace, able lie of the cards if it exists, and
-ONE'S A RocK,
THE OThEtz'S A
plays the A-K of trumps and cashes this concern alerts him to the advanHARD PLACe
the A-K-Q ofdiamonds, hoping for a tage ofruffing a heart at trick two. It
3-3 division, which would give him is a play that cannot possibly do him
12 ironclad tricks.
any harm but might do a lot ofgood.
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ft1OST DOWNSIZING IS COLD
AND BRUTAL, FILLED WITH
LAWYERS AND SECURIT4
GUARDS. BUT I PIONEERED
A MORE SENSITIVE APPROACH

cludmg the flier "Medical Information
for Americans Traveling Abroad") to
help them plan a safe trip abroad on
our Internet Web site at http://
travel.stategov or by automatic fax
at 1-202-647-3000. Country-specific
information is also available by voice
recording at 1-202-647-5725.
RUTH A. DAVIS,
PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT.
SECRETARY,OFFICE OF
OVERSEAS CITIZENS SERVICES,
U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT

DEAR ABBY. I was very sorry to
read of the tribulations of Judy
Prince and her husband on their
European vacation. I hope she and
Mr. Prince have fully recovered
from their ordeal, and that Mr.
Prince's hip is now mended.
I would like to ask you to inform
your readers that consular officers
at U.S. embassies and consulates,
and consular agents, are there to
help Americans who encounter
emergencies while they are out of
the country. Consular officers provide assistance to Americans in
need, such as those who have been
robbed, are destitute or ill,,have
been arrested, or who are the victims of a disaster.
Consular officers overseas have
lists of local doctors who speak English. In emergencies we can help locate family or friends in the United
States who would be willing to send
funds, or contact the traveler's bank
to arrange for a transfer from their
account. When necessary, we can
assist in arranging the return of the
ill or injured American to the United States by commercial carrier.
However, payment of hospital and
other expenses is the responsibility
of the traveler.
Before going abroad, travelers
should inquire what medical services their health insurance will
cover outside the U.S. Although
some companies will pay customary
and reasonable hospital costs
abroad, very few will pay for medical evacuation back to the United
States, which can easily cost upward of $10,000. Travelers may
want to consider obtaining special
travel insurance for a minimal fee
to cover such emergencies.
Travelers can find a complete set
of Department of State. Bureau of
Consular Affairs publications in-

Actions Speak Louder Than Words

THAT PROSABLY EXPLAINS
THOSE THREE 51..UE
CANDY DISHES IN
1
OUR LIVING ROOM

".
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DEAR ABBY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLOND1E
IT'S

i

TODAY IN HISTORY

56

22
109"
25 Upper crust
26 Pulp Fiction"
actress
27 Gamut
28 He s not a
gentleman
29'—
Wednesday
31 Dancer
Chansse
33 Unhappy
34 Mine finds
36 Salary
37 Customer
39 Hamilton ID
40 — potatoes
41 Desire Under
the
42 Toll
44 In a state of
excitement
45 Bon Jovi and
Voight
46 "Mahogany'
actress
48 Slangy
affirmative
50 "— -- make
myself clear
51 Ms Arthur
53 Niven ID
55 Washington.

DEAR DR. ODOU: That's
such a good question, I decided
to telephone an expert — you —
to get an answer. I was intrigued when you told me that
your mother had a similar carotid blockage, which made you
aware of such problems.
As you put it,"rm a good oldfashioned doctor, although
semi-retired, and a good doctor
is concerned with the entire patient, not just one part!"
I couldn't agree more.
*4.4

For Abby's favorite family recipes,
send a long, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 44.50 in
Canada/ to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet No. 1,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 6105411447.(Postage is included.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 take cod-liver
oil capsules and have for many years.
Am I wasting my money?
DEAR READER: That's hard to
say. Cod-liver oil used to be a staple in
many households because, in bygone
times, it supplied vitamins that were
not available in winter diets before the
advent of refrigeration and imported
fruits vegetables. It tasted awful and
was eventually supplanted by the
standard vitamin capsules that are Si)
very much a part of our modern lives.
The average cod-liver oil capsule
contains about 135 units of vitamin D
135 percent of the Recommended
Dietary Allowance) and 1,250 units of
vitamin A 425 percent of the RDA).
Thus, the product is a natural source
of two important vitamins 'not to
mention the reported benefits of fish
oil in preventing heart disease
However, if you eat a balanced.
nutritious diet, you would obtain all
the vitamins you need. Therefore. I
doubt that the cod-liver oil is essential
for good health, unless a person has a
chronic underlying disease
If you choose to take a vitamin sup
plement, the
newer
multi
vitamin mineral combinations such
as Centrum and others) contain far
more "punch" - everything from A to
zinc, as one company puts it.
The bottom line: Cod-liver oil is not
essential but, if you are in the habit of
taking it and don't mind the expense.
it can't hurt you.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Fads I. Vitamins and
Minerals." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station.
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men
tion the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Why do people
shrink as they age?
DEAR READER: In the young. the
fibrous discs that separate the bones
of the spine are healthy and plump
However, as we age, these doughnut
shaped structures lose water and
become thinner, which decreases
height.
Thus, we tend to become shorter
because of age related dehydration of
the spinal discs This is accentuated
by the poor posture of the elderly who
stoop as they age.
You cannot compensate for thinning
discs. But, by maintaining an erect
posture (throwing your shoulders
back and keeping your head 111P. you •
can reduce the tendency to become
shorter as you grow older.
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HOROSCOPES
WI' JACQUELINE BIGAR
I APPY hi RTH DAY for
%!..i% 2S, 1997
1;e aware of your professional and
ublic presence_ You have unusual
!•Isight Into work and bosses this
Focus on what you want; you
!e likely to make it happen Travel
writing play a big role in the
,•xt 11! months Others admire your
directiun If you are
n
••
someone very different could
'Iter ,L.)tir life A change is likely on
honie front
-;;..irs Show the Kind of Day
e 5 Dynamic; 4-Positive;
;,1
, 2 :•;,1 -so; 1 -Difficult.
•
1-April 19
MIES , March
jbeconle more out of sort,
•a a
progresses. Pull hack,and
.. perhaps, Lake eft Otherare likely to tali into a
Ya are hotter off rising
-:ituation and getting a
rspeCtl%

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You are on overload. Consider options in a friendship. Passions run high. It might be tempting
to mix pleasure and business, but it
could cause a problem. A partnership is difficult. A significant other
creates an uproar; he wants attention. Tonight: Party away stress!
GEMINI May 21-June 20)
*** New perspective takes you in
a different direction. Reach out for
another, and get key information.
Your knowledge will prove helpful
later. A boss takes a stand with an
associate. You don't need to play into
this high-pressure situation. Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
*** Determination pays off financially If you don't like the way the
cards stack, seek out information
and answers. You feel unusually
vulnerable,which could cause a fight.
Give yourself time to figure it out.
Tonight: Buy music on the way home.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Defer to others,and don't get
in the middle of a stressful tangle.
You want to air your own gripes, but
do it privately. Be aware of sexual
energy or jealousy with another.
Pressure is high with a loved one,
who demands to have things his
way.Tonight: Make midweek plans.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are personality-plus.
Others respond to your energy, but
another wants to control you.Someone could be threatened by your
happy ways. Learn to express your
opinions in a way that doesn't cause
someone else to get defensive. Tonight: Live life fully.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Your playful side comes out
with a loved one, who likes your
spirit and naughtiness. However,
work does call. Deal with anger,and
explain to another what is going on
with you. Take a walk at lunchtime
to work through stress. Tonight:
Work late.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You are more focused than
you have been in a while. You come
up with solutions to all problems.
Learn to juggle financial concerns
with friendship. You might be uncomfortable,but you need to be clear.
Determine your monetary limitations. Tonight: Find your friends.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** You might snap;the pressure is
enormous. If you can, take the day
off. Someone else is offbase,and you
could end up telling him off. It is best
to lay low. Look at the big picture.Be
more concerned with domestic matters. Tonight: Play ostrich.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Reach out for another. Examine what is happening with a coworker. Rearrange your schedule to
compensate someone else. Instincts
could be way off. Inquire, and do
additional research. Make calls and
needed adjustments. You might be
overreacting. Tonight: Dine out.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Use the morning to make the
most ofthe moment.Think through
a decision with care. There might be
a change in a money situation. A
loved one and a child pressure you;
however, they have different agendas. Look carefully at whatyou want.
Tonight: Pay bills.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You have strong instincts
this morning. How you view a boss

could change, as he seems to be out
of control. Associates ask for support. Be clear about what you expect. Use your energy, personality
and wisdom to work through a problem. Tonight: As you like it.
BORN TODAY
Actress Carroll Baker(1931),singer
Gladys Knight (1944), actress
Sondra Locke(1947)
***
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YMCA DAY CAMP
begins June 2, 1997
Includes field trips & swimming
. ,,To register your child

v

,i;„„

' 1,or obtain Info call

t
'

753-4295 YMCA
1510 Chestnut St., Murray

OWN THIS FULL SIZE 97
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DELUXE YAMAHA 350
FOR ONLY $99x A MONTH.*
AND THERE IS NO MONEY DOWN!
ITS EASY. DETAILS BELOW!
ialt#4.
—11*

BIG DELUXE 350
'hats nght Town & Country recently purchased 25 early season 97
.-,seouts in the beautiful moss green 350 2-wheel drive. These machines
are ft.:Ily loaded and will save you much waking on the farm, hunting or
chock.mg property lines. Its a great money deal because you get a full
$500.00 OFF and a low locked in rate of 11%.

Here's how to get yours today...Call Spencer
at 502-753-8078 Town & Country Yamaha In
Murray and give him your credit info, right on

phone. But hurry, there are only 25 left.
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H.B. Firearms
Buy - Sell - Trade

4)
1
/

Phone 767-9744
Largest Selection of Handguns,
Rifles, Shotguns, Ammo
Accesgories
Leather Concealment

o
gWvik"timiN-i*

Mon.-Sat. 9It:nt.-6
Sundays will be open when

graphy

500A Ma*

eastm begins..
i-ray

Brent & Cool

Tile Specialities
Slate
• Pools • Patios • Walk-Ways
II CERAMIC II SLATE• MARBLE
IN GRANITE • LIMESTONE

10 Years Experience
Quality Work. Products et. Installation Guaranteed

For A Lifetime"

11

1205-B Stadium View
(Behind G&A Gas)

759-0145

AT'13995
IT'S A
STIHL!
The Stihl FS36 trimmer, rated 01
by a leading consumer magazine,
has all the power and durability
you expect from a
Stihl built power tool. NN

IRVIN COBB MARINA
I

Tigershark
$40 1 hr
$135 1/2 day
$225 1 day
4111.111"1111PFRide
The Waves
• 1 8ci • 30cc
• Lifetime Electronic Ignition
Fa Easy Starts
• Large Easy-Access Air Filer
• 2 Year Consumer Warranty

Bring this coupon in to receive
B
10% off Tigershark rental a

Pontoon Rentals $125 per day
Slips available for boats 14-60 feet; Overnight, Week, Month, Season, Year

1
Visit our web page at: www.wp.rotalinariaa

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St
Murray

(502) 436-2525

or

753-25/1
753-4110

-

14

— —7
Hwy. 01 E to Duanta's Market
right al 732, following sips
to Irvin Cobb.
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